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HOME ON THE RANGE

By Ii UTH TRESSMAN
a woman is considered a necessary component of a home,
homes. on the range- were almost non-existent in the
early days, say 1860-1880, in the Great West. Nor were such
homes as were established on the plains and farther west
made by the women the movies usually give us as "the Western type." Though there eventually came to be many kinds of
range women as there were many kinds of range men, one
is at a loss to find one-even a half-breed-lying around in
sexy poses on any table, divan, or rock that is handy, as Jennifer Jones did in "Duel in the Sun," or one who made an
analogy between breeding children and breeding stock in the
free terms used by the girl in "Red River," nor does one
find many as glamorous as Jane Russell nursing Billy the
Kid.
The few good women of the range were luxuries the average cowboy only dreamed he some day might afford. They
came sometimes from Kentucky, Tennessee, and other Southern states, occasionally from families with aristocratic traditions. Later, to ranches on the Great Plains, came women
from families that moved west from Illinois, Missourj, east",
ern Kansas. For the most part they came from conventional,
God-fearing-families, and though necessity forced them to
adopt some independent attitudes, they did not try to change
to "Western" types. In fact they clung as tenaciously as environment would permit to the old ways in a new land. In
the South West the Spanish taught them a way of living
suited to the climate of Arizona and New Mexico. On the
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Great Plains danger from Indians and lack of materials
largely determined the type of house they lived in, but on the
whole, their basic concepts, the guides by which they lived,
changed very little. l
No matter what the location or financial state of the
ranch wife, her resourcefulness was taxed by difficulties of
travel and by isolation and loneliness. The woman who lacked
buoyancy, adaptability; and some resources within herself
did not belong on the range. Even given these qualities, her
life expectancy, so the census of 1860 indicated, was shorter
than that of a man on the frontier. 2 At present the life expectancy -of an American woman exceeds that of the men
by several years. However, 1860 is a very early date. Things
changed rapidly in the West. Hence, if a woman had the
stamina to endure her first years on a ranch, she seems generally to have gained satisfaction from her life, an ability
to take things in her stride.
Most chronicles written by range women are optimistic.
For example, a traveler to Greeley, Colorado, in 1871, tells
how women in that locality seemed happy and laughed at
commiseration in spite of the still present fear of Indians. 3
Another traveler, Meline, in 1866, reported the same attitude
held by a ranch woman near Colorado City.4 In like vein Mrs.
Sophie Poe, describing life.in New Mexico in the 1870's and
1880's, indicates contentment and love for the country.4a .
There was reason for this perhaps in the very geography
of the Plains-Mountains country. Something expansive about
life in this region may have counteracted any tendency
toward melancholia. Furthermore, the range woman practically had to be objective in her thinking. Usually there was
1. Nancy. Wilson Ross, Westward the Women. Henry Holt & Co., 1944. Many
examples cited.
2. William F. Sprague, Women and the West. Christopher Publishing House, Boston, 1940, p. 113.
3. A few women who have written their reactions to range life say that it made
them broader minded, but one of these women was obviously scandalized by the fact
that a neighbor plowed for a woman other than his wife. cf. Clarice A. Richards, A
Tenderfoot Bride, P. 59.
4. Ibid.• p. 107. This was, be it noted, before the terrific winter of 1866 which
led many Colorado ranchers to leave their ranches. Some of their deserted shacks may
still be seen in Western Colorado.
4a. Buckboard Dalls. Caldwell, Idaho, 1936.
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not time to be otherwise. Also she gained satisfaction from
the respect with which she was treated in a country where
women were rare. At any rate, the life seems to have been
interesting and vital for women strong enough to endure the
physical strain, and the homes they created no doubt benefited from this fact.
As has been said, a home of his own was someth~ng the
average cowboy dreamed about. What he called "home"
might be a large ranch house, headquarters; or a bunk house,
or a dugout he called his own. But a real home, so his songs
said, might necessitate his quitting his cowboy's life and was
likely to be left to some distant, happy future. As the song,
"The Old Chisholm Trail," has it,
HOME ON THE RANGE

When I thought of my girl, I nearly would cry,
I'll quit herdin' cows in the sweet bye and bye.

If later in life, he came into some money or his boss gave him

a stake, he might marry. Many range men never married, or
if' they did, they moved back East or to town to a more sheltered existence. 5 However, a few wealthy cowmen whom
luck, or the government, or the gods of free enterprise had
favored did have homes, generally speaking stable and happy
ones. The houses they owned varied greatly. Men from the
East or from foreign countries generally built better homes
than the typical Westerner. Some of these were "display"
houses. There are, for example, the Maxwell house at Fort
Sumner, New Mexico,6 the Kenedy house and others of Spanish style near the Rio Grande in Texas. 7 But these are the
exceptions, not the rule of the range.
The lone cowboy waiting for a break does not seem to
have worried much about the home he could provide for a
girl-if he got the girl. His songs, very sentimental, tell of
the kind of girl he thought he wanted. "Snagtooth Sal" and
"Pretty Little Black-eyed Susan" were apparently both popular. Sometimes the cowboy was sensible, like the one who
made up the song about "Biscuit Shootin' Susie," the waitress
5. Tom Scott, Sing of America. Thomas Y. Crowell, 1947, P. 79.
6. Illustration in Sophie Poe, Buckboard Days, P. 100, and Wm. A. Keleher, Maxwell Land Grant. Rydal Press, Santa Fe, p. 88.
7. Illustration in C. L. Douglas, Cattle Kings of Texas. Dallas, 1939, p. 99.
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at the station. Sometime he bragged about all the girls he
knew-wishful thinking-and cast his vote for an outdoor
type rather than a "lady."
But, Lord, they're all ruffles an' beadin'
And drink fancy tea by the pail;
I'm not used to that sort of stampedin'
Longside the Santa Fe Trail! 8

Again he wanted her "all over gol-durned fhiffs.",9
The cowboy was not always considered such a good matrimonial bet by families back east. One ballad sung by Lomax
wjLrns the girls not to be fascinated by uncouth cowboys who
can only lead them to a hard life, and, when they come a'courtin', will look them over and have nothing better to say
than "Your Jonny-cake's burned." One cowboy rationalized
such a situation :9a
Her parents don't like me, they say I'm too poor;
They say I'm unworthy to enter her door.
I've no wife to quarrel, no babies to bawl;
The best way of living is 'no wife at all. 10

Sometimes, of course, the cowboy got the girl. And when
he did, he treated her well according to his lights. Just how
the girl who was "all over gol-durned fluffs" managed if she
married the cowboy is another story. One thing is certain,
the saying that a trousseau is what the bride will wear for
the next five years was even: more true on the early:.day range
than now. A Sears-Ro~buck trousseau, which by careful
choosing could be had for twenty dollars, was likely to have
to survive dust storms, insects, possibly a dirt floor,. and
possibly a sod roof from which the mud trickled down in a
really good rain. Ole Olson, the slow, prosaic Swedish carpenter back in Minneapolis, did much better by his wife in
the matter of housing than the "romantic" cowboy.u
Shelter did vary greatly, though, according to section and
8. John A. and Alan Lomax, Cowboy Songs and Other Frontier BaUads. The
Macmillan Co., 1947, p. 310.
9: P. A. Rollins, The Cowboy. Charles Scribner~s Sons, 1936, p. 73.
9a. I do not believe in communal ownership of the ballads, so I see the author as
a definite individual.
10. Lomax, p. 165.
'11. Sprague, p. 106.
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means. There were the cabins and the great houses of Texas,
the sod house of Kansas, and the adobe house of New, Mexico. 12 Because of this variety of types, houses will need discussion by areas, though many other factors which made up
a ranch woman's life were the same everywhere,
Texas ranch houses varied greatly. The earliest were on
ranches near the Gulf and the Mexican border and were rather pretentious places worthy of feudal estates. There was a
great how;e related in type to the plantation homes of the
deep south on the Kenedy ranch, established by Captain
Mifflin Kenedy in the 1850's. Mexican influence prevails in
the house on the San Ygnacio ranch between Laredo and
Brownsville. This is a two-story house one-room deep with
balconies. It was built in the 1870's. An example of Mexican
brick work dating from mid-nineteenth century is the Carmen ranch house near BrownsviIle. 13 A typical ranch house
evolved near San Antonio has been described as having been
HOME ON THE- RANGE

rectangular, one room deep, two or three rooms long' with a pitched
roof extending over a porch or porches. The entire house was raised
off the ground (not a dugout), but was never more than one story in
height. Stone construction was used almost entirely, often'stuccoed
or whitewashed; shingle roofs and long porches across the front were
further characteristics. There were fireplaces of stone, simple mantles,
plastered and whitecwashed walls and ceilings of wide boards. 14

'In Northwest Texas, where materials were scarce, houses
were even less pretentious. Pictures of Captain Doan's house
at' a crossing of the Red River show an adobe home with a
, long porch and fireplace, a shelter hardly adequate, which
was in its day a stopping place for senators and governors
as well as cattle men. 15
In Western .Texas anq in the Panhandle a dugout was
likely to be the first headquarters h<?use of a new ranch. But
women, then as now, objected to an underground existence. 15a
'12.- Carl Coke Rister, Southern Plainsmen. Universit~ of Okl~homa Press, Norm'an,
1938, pp. 58-69.
'
13. Antiques, 53: 439 (June, 1948).
14. Texas; American Guide Series. Hastings House, 1947, p. 152.
15. J. M. Hunter, Trail Drivers of Texas. Nashville, Tenn., 1925, p. 776.
15a. Perhaps, eventually, men will have to solve the problem of control of the
atom bomb because women will simply refuse to live like moles in indefinite anticipation
of atomic war.
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One woman won this battle against an underground existence. The story goes that when Mrs. Henry Campbell, wife
:of a manager on the great Matador ranch, arrived at headquarters in 1878, she refused to live underground; so a two
room shack was built from lumber hauled hundreds of miles
from Fort 'Griffin to Palo Duro. The shack was called the
"White House" because it was the seat of government of the
cattle' empire. 1H
Various headquarters houses on the 3,000 acre XIT
ranch, also in the Panhandle, were comfortable frame homes,
surrounded by cottonwoods, very unpretentious. A two-room
cabin served as the first home of the Charles Goodnights,
though a larger home, built later, is the one existing today.
In contrast to these shelters for native Americans, a great
stone h.ouse was built for Goodnight's Scotch partner,
Adair,17
What of the women, when there were any, who inhabited
these houses? Texans seem to have been most successful in
establishing ranch homes in the 1860's and 1870's and most
reticent in saying anything about thempa Men have written
world histories and in writing them have neglected women.
Hunter's collection of short autobiographies, Trail Drivers
of Texas, contains scattered references to wives and -homes,
along with a few eulogies. However, it tells us very little
about what the women thought or how they fared. In the
1850's and through the early 1870's there was some danger
of Indian raids. A woman could pack a gun. She could also
brave the 'elements. Mrs. A. Burks, following the trail with
her husband,. says she did not have a difficult time. She iiked
camp, liked having the men in camp rival each other in finding delicacies for her. 18 A few women pictured in Hunter's
volume flourished in the later period of range history, 'when
Texas was' rather less "hell on women," and seem always to
have been materially well off. But these women, remember,
16. Frank King, Wranglin' the Past. Trail's End Publishing Co., Pasadena, 1935,
1946, p. 85.
17. J. E. Haley, Charles Goodnight, Cowman and Plainsman. Houghton-Miffiin
Co., 1936; p. 314.
17a. Perhaps Texans were actually less negligent in this matter than men
generally.
18. Hunter; P. 29.
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were the wives of the owners or managers of ranches, not
of the hired men on horseback. Their history, however, is
one part of our story.
Most famous among Texas ranch women was Mrs.
Charles Goodnight, who was a favorite among cowboys
throughout the Texas Panhandle. Mrs. Goodnight was a
southern "lady" and remained so. She supplied tact and understanding when those qualities were needed. Even though
the Goodnights were at one time very wealthy, they made no
display of wealth. Mrs. Goodnight sat at a table with their
cowboys and gave them berries she picked herself. Her.
home at the JA Ranch headquarters for some years was a
two-room cabin. There were dugouts for the boys and a
bunk house, a mess house, and corrals. 19 Of Mrs. Goodnight's
isolation more will be said. Just now let us look at other
ranch homes.
Charles Siringo mentions several such homes, among
them that of Shanghai Pierce, by whose wife, Nanny, he had
been mothered in his youth. From what we know of Shanghai
Pierce's dominating personality and loud voice, we wonder
whether Nanny ever raised her voice above a whisper. We
can be quite sure she did not lack material comforts, Pierce
having had a way of having money even when everyone else
went broke, but. all we really know of her is that she lived
at Rancho Grande headquarters. 2o Siringo tells also of a trail
boss who married a farmer's daughter he met on a trip and
adds that, "The journey to the Panhandle of Texas was continued with a new girl cook to dish up the grub." For this
girl for a while a range home was the whole great outdoors.
Siringo himself, one of the greatest cowboys Of them all,
"retired to a town" during the years of his marriage. 21
On a large ranch there were men cooks, and one does not
. often get a picture of an overworked" wife slaving for the
boys. We have, however, one account of Texas ranch life by
the wife of a man not so prosperous. Mrs. Kruse, wife of a·
trail driver, speaks of having moved into a little vacant
HOME ON THE RANGE

19.
20.
21.

Raley. p. 314.
Charles Siringo, Riata and Spurs. Roughton-Miffiin Co., 1931,. p. 11.
Ibid., p. 43.

,
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shanty near a spring in Hayes county, without either floor or
chimney, chinked with mud, which fell in when it rained. Her
husband built a chimney and floored the house. His wife,
meantime, baked thousands of biscuits for his trips up the
trail. 22
Colorado ranch houses might be of either type, the dugout introduced by Anglo-Americans, or the adobe introduced
by Spanish Americans. The far greater number of temporary
ranch homes were crudely constructed dugouts. A dugout in
flat territory, if built in a conventional way, consisted of a
hole about four feet deep and walls built up about three feet
with sod. A ridge pole was placed acrOss the center and
smaller poles were laid across these. On the poles were
placed brush, a layer of sod, :,!-nd then a layer of earth. 23 Even
after permanent buildings of adobe or stone were provided,
dugouts were still used as winter homes by line riders and
stock tenders.
In New Mexico, Spanish influence and climate often led
to the building of adobe dwellings by American settlers. Some
of these houses are the precursors of what the present-day
architect calls the "ranch-type" house. Among these are the
house of the famous John Chisum near Roswell and the headquarters house on the WS ranch near Las Vegas. Chisum
was a bachelor who kept a woman relative on the place to
make it a home, so his establishmerit fits my definition. The
.house was long, low, rambling with long galleries. On pictures, it looks like a frame house, but iUs an adobe one with
wooden trim and picket fence. The furniture and everything
in it, Chisum said, cost "a sight of money." But this, remember, was his acquisition after forty years of sleeping "oriold
mother earth's bosom." At any rate he made it a home to be
remembered by giving an occasional big dance and making
it generally known for hospitality.24 This home, somewhat
remodelled, still exists and is now the property of Cornell
University.25
22.
. 23.
24.

Hunter, p. 16
Texas, American Guide Series, P. 154.
Poe, PP. 161-165.
25. New Mexico, American Guide Series. University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
p.153.
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Other men besides Chisum wanted the best in homes and
home furnishings when fortune permitted. I have mentioned
the Maxwell House, a very pretentious place with rich furnishings, whether the inmates thereof were happy or not.
The Dorsey ranch near it was described in the Las Vegas
Gazette, April 26, 1884:
HOME ON THE RANGE

The Ranch of Dorsey is a large unpretentious adobe building situated in a wide, shallow arroyo, bordered by cottonwood trees and surrounded by wire fence. Inside, the ranch is furnished magnificently,
especially the parlor, Dorsey's sleeping room and the guest rooms for
visitors, of which the house' has several and which are in constant use.
A piano stands in the sitting room, which also contains a well selected
library and a completely appointed sideboard. 26

Other homes were less pretentious. Mrs. Poe describes
her own first home on the VV Ranch ten miles from Lincoln,
New Mexico, a cabin the smallness of which at first dismayed
her. "A room on the north, another on the south, with the
kitchen between; all so low that even I, barely five feet two
inches tall could stand upon a chair and touch the ceilings."
Each room had but one window. However, there were pine
planks on the floor because this was a log, not an adobe,
cabin. Each living room had a large fire place, the kitchen a:
large wood-burning range with a large reservoir for water
heating. There was a long table, for guests must always be
fed. 27 Mrs. Poe mentions having seen other small ranch
dwellings between Las Vegas and Roswell in 1883 and having wondered about the women who lived in them, for this
section at this time was being divided into smaller ranches.
Agnes Morley Cleaveland describes the ranch home of a
family that started out with some money. Her mother,
widowed from her first husband, and soon to be separated'
from her second, built a ten-room ranch house on a side hill.
There were gray shingles, white veranda pillars. Into it went
a piano, wagon loads of books, some pieces of fine furniture
brought from Iowa. Though the Cleaveland ranch was anything but prosperous at times, the cultured mother continued
26. Quoted by Keleher, p. 139. A picture of the WS Ranch is in J. J. Cook,
Fifty Years on the Frontier. New Haven, 1943,·p. 162.
27. Poe, p. 217.
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to create, somehow, a home in which English was correctly
spoken, children were expected to go to college, and a feeling
of family pride and solidarity prevailed.
Several accounts of the difficulties of bringing pianos
across the desert for the cultural advantage of young daughtersattest to the rancher's desire to maintain some culture
and some of the graces of life in his Western home. He
learned, too, to provide his wife with an excavated store
room-a cellar to Northerners. 28 The average woman in an
adobe dwelling wanted most of all a floor, and she got it.
So, with a great effort, the women brought some of the
amenities of life to the Southwest simply by insisting on having them. In fact, as nearly as one can tell from pictures and
written accounts, they fared rather better than their sisters
farther north in the 1880's.
In general plan the typical ranch headquarters of the
Northwest was not so different from that of the Goodnights
in Texas. Granville Stuart mentions "a few log cabins comprising a bunkhouse, a cook house, blacksmith shop, stable,
corral, and hay land enough fenced to cut tons of hay." 29
Hough says that if a ranch house was very modern, it might
have shingles, with a porch and veranda taking the place of
the midway hall. 30 It might have a huge fireplace, a big "Cilnnon" stove, and rough bunks lining the walls on either side. 31
Pictures of these ranches in the Northwest are depressing.
Roosevelt's famous ranch in the North Dakota Bad Lands
was no exception. 32
An employee on a ranch often lived in a sod house, considered good enough for an "old batch." In the way of a
dwelling he had very little to offer a woman. Suppose our
man is a line-man working for an absentee owner. Emerson
Hough describes his possible home:
Linecamps or out-dwellings for the men would still be of the old
style-the walls perhaps of logs or sod, the roo:( being perhaps laid
with rude half-tiles hollowed out of divided saplings and laid so that
28. Mary Kidder Rak, A Cowman's Wife. The Macmillan Co., 1938, PP. 9-11.
29. Granville Stuart, Forty Years on the Frontier. Cleveland, 1925, II, 239.
30. Emerson Hough, The Story of a Cowboy. Appleton-Century, 1938, p. 39.
31. Ibid.
32. Briggs, p. 248.
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they "broke joints," the edges of two convex ones fitted in the hollow
concaved, so that the water would thus be carried off as it is on
a tile roof so fitted. Over this might be a covering of small logs, willow
boughs and grass, and over all, dirt. 33

.of one

The homesteader's home was likely to be like this, too; a
popular ballad asks for a girl .to share "the little old sod
'shanty on my claim."34
At least one Montana ranch wife, young and possessed of
a -gay heart, has left us a record of the particular home she
had, which she considered better than most. She had a log
cabin and a spring house, which gave her perpetual running
water, and extra tents for overflow cowboys and guests. This
was in 1887. She wrote back home to Illinois:
You ask what I do with my washing. Why I wash it, iron it, wear it,
and wash it again. I have every convenience, and I do not lift a pail
of water or turn a wringer or clean up. We have splendid water under
the spring house. My kitchen is large and I have no trouble providing
for all the men by putting the two tables together. There is no need
of furnishing napkins for G- and I arid Ed are the only ones of the
crowd who ever saw one. I made four cream pies and a cocoanut pie
yesterday, and how quickly they vanished before· the hungry boys.35

If the Southern ranch wife was better off in the matters
of housing and climate, the Northern woman could more
easily provide a balanced diet for her family. The Montana
ranch woman mentioned above said that she had plenty of
milk and eggs, that neighbors brought potatoes and other
vegetables, that meat included beef, antelope, rabbit, wild
turkey, chicken, and venison. She mentions a dinner of hot
biscuit (she had baking powder and white flour), and venison steak, tomatoes, cream pie and coffee. She added happily
that her guests "thought they would call again when they got
hungry." 36
On the ranches of the Southwest little food was grown,
so a woman had to work harder to accomplish less in a culinary way. ANew Mexican diet was likely to consis't of meat,
33.

Ibid.• p. 346.
Lomax, p. 405.
35. William M. Thayer. Marvells of the West. Henry Bill Publishing Co"
wich, Conn., 1888. p. 608.
36. Ibid.• p. 615.

34.

Nor-
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potatoes, beans; sow-belly (salt pork), dried· fruit and canned
goods. Cakes were baked somehow for parties, eggs or no
eggs. The woman who could br-ing around a recipe for an
eggless cake was. a blessing to her neighbors, for eggs were
rare. We hear of "jerky"-a kind of home-dried beef the
beginnings of which do not sound appetizing. Indians from
Santa Fe sometimes peddled fruit to settlers farther south. 37
In Texas and on the Southern Plains generally cornbread'
and molasses were staples of the diet, as were also bacon and
beans. White flour was a luxury anywhere, costing as much
as $25 a barrel or more. 38 In summer, camp fires provided a
good means of cooking. Bread could be baked in a Dutch oven
and corn pones on heated rocks of the hearthstone. 39 Women
soon learned to bake sour-dough biscuit, a masculine invention born of necessity.
About clothes the range woman was chronically conventional and feminine. She persisted in wearing what were then
considered lady-like clothes, even when these clothes were
clumsy and out of keeping with the life she led. 40 She wore
a skirt and rode side-saddle, or she split the skirt moderately
if she straddled her horse. She made clothes if the nearest
store offered any cloth. The Sears-Roebuck catalog kept her
fairly well informed about style-Sears-Roebuck version.
(In fact, the catalog took the monotony from many a quiet
evening with the family and so contributed much to the stabilitT of home life on the range.)
.
Sophie Poe tells of a visit from a younger sister from
Illinois, who brought the first bustle to one section of New
Mexico in the 1880's. Sister's bustles were stuffed with old
newspapers, but since newspapers were rare in New Mexico,
wire' contraptions were soon concocted to make the bustles
bustle properly.41 The Western woman did not want her
clothes to be different from those of her Eastern sister. She
just had a harder time coming by the latest fashions, and
37.
38.
39.

Cleaveland, pp. 159-164.
Hunter, p. 876.
Riste~. PP. 74-75.
40. . Look Magazine's volume of pictures. The Santa Fe Trail, shows styles of
the West.
41. Sprague, p. 175.
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she was likely to have too much sewing to do for the children
to worry about her own dress.
Another function of the pioneer ranch home was nursing
the sick in one's own or a neighbor's family: The subject is
worth a paper in itself, so I shall mention here only a few of
the remedies that might be administered. To purify the blood,
there were sulphur and molasses, sassafras and sage tea. For
snakebite one used chicken entrails, if one had the chicken, to
draw out the poison. Wet earth served for bites and stings,
sunflower seed soaked in whiskey for rhEmmatism. 42 There
are tales of using whiskey for smallpox (it killed), and tobacco(Bull Durham) and onion leave for gangrene (it
cured.) In addition, the endless patent medicines were on the
home shelf. Every household felt its responsibility to a neighbor in times of illness, for doctors were few and usually far
away.
Nor were women the only dispensers of remedies in a
ranch home; When a woman was ill, we are told, cowboys
brought every .kind of kill-or-cure medicine they had ever
used for anything. 43 Why more people did not die from the
cures I do not know, except that range constitutions were
strong. Suffice it to say here that these attempts at doctoring
evidence the feeling of responsibility for one's neighbor
which was a definite part of ranch life.
So much has been said about the hospitality of the ranch
home that more seems superfluous. Everyone knows about
cowboy dances, in hall or home, to which men and women
rode fifty miles, each woman bringing a .cake and possibly
carrying a fresh dress in a flour sack attached to her saddle.
There was also the day-to-day hospitality which might necessitate the preparing of three dinners in one day if friends or
strangers happened in in sequence and not simultaneously.44
Friend or stranger or even enemy, whoever happened by,
had to be fed. 45
Whether the ranch woman really worked with cattle depended on the circumstances and the woman. If she were
42.
43.
44.
4.5.

Cleaveland, PP. 146-148.
Rollins, p. 73.
Ross, p. 174.
Thayer, p. 610.
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alone, a widow possibly, she might have had to do so. Some-'
times she did so from choice.46 Usually she was not expected
to do rough work, but emergencies might demand it. 47
Children on the range were financial assets. At an early
age, fourteen or younger, a boy could rope a steer. Even
younger children could ride many miles for mail or to deliver
messages. Children could spot a maverick or a cow earmarked but not branded and could report cows that had
"bogged down." The average ranch home was a good home
for a child, partly because he was an economic asset rather
than a liability, as hE:! or she sometimes is in our cities. Such
a child took responsibility young, but he also felt secure and
"wanted" in his home. Nor was a ranch child likely to be
nagged or over-protected. A boy might stay away from home
all day.48 He might have said, like Robert Frost's farmer,
"Home is the place where, when you have to go there, they
have to take you in." At any. rate the ranch child learned
early to be observing and to rely on himself.
Much-possibly too much-has been said of the loneliness
and trials of range life. Careful dating is necessary in any
account of such hardship and loneliness on the frontier. Some
of our earliest accounts of frontier life were written by wives
of army men and by travelers. In Texas the Rangers preceded the ranchers. The account of experiences of an armywife on the Santa Fe Trail in 1847 by Susan Magoffin,
though illuminating, is not a ranch woman's experience;49
Nor is the diary of the beautiful and ill-fated Narcissa Whit-.
man,50 wife of a missionary to the Indians, representative of
a ranch wife's experience. Pamelia Mann, famous for having
.put General Houston in his place, was the aggressive hotel
manager produced by a boom town. 51 Though accounts of
these women give some picture of life in the West, they be46. Cleaveland, p. 26.
47. Mary Kidder Rak, writing of life on an Arizona ranch in the 1900's, says
she preferred work with cows to indoor work.
48. Cleaveland, pp. 103-104.
49. Susan Magoffin, Down the Santa Fe Trail. Ed. by Stella Drum. Yale University Press, 1926.
50. Bernard de Voto, Acro•• the Wide Missouri. The Houghton-Mifllin Co., 1947,
p.252.
51. Frank J. Dobie gives an account of her in The Flavor of Texas. Dallas, 1936.
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long to days earlier than the great days of the range. Not
that hardship, ioneliness and danger were not real in ranch
history. They were so. But our range country developed so
fast that in making any generalization one must know
whether one is talking about the 1860's or the 1890's and
whether the date was early for a given section.
In early days in any section some women were likely to
be alone for long periods of time. Mrs. Charles Goodnight
was almost entirely alone for six months in 1876-77, her
nearest neighbor having been seventy-five miles away. Mrs.
Thomas Bugbee, also of the Texas Panhandle, had a similar
experience. 52 Mrs. M. Looscan, an early settler in Texas,
considered that the str~ngth needed in the early days was
against "invisible" dan~er-just a fear of what might happen with no one near.53 Agnes Morley Cleaveland comments,
"It was this deadly staying at home month in and month out
keeping a place of refuge for their men when they returned
from their farings forth that called for the greater courage,
I think." 54 She cites the example of a Mrs. Eugene Manning,
alone with a small son for many months. Sophie Poe men..,
tiones lack of company in her first ranch winter, except for
her dog and an occasional visit to her nearest neighbor, Mrs.
Pat Garrett, a Spanish-American woman with whom she
could not speak.55 Even a man could be long without company
of his own type. May Rhodes quotes ·her husband: "For
years I was the only settler in a country larger than the state
of Delaware."56 But these days passed. Mrs. Nannie Alderson, who had minded being left alone at roundup time in
1883, says that by 1906 in Montana "loneliness was a thing
of the past." 57
Whatever may have been the experience of the earliest
settlers (Narcissa Whitman was apparently breaking under
the strain before the Indian massacre), one hears very lit52. Haley, p. 459.
53. Mrs. Looscan is quoted in D. G. Wooten, A Comprehensive History of Texas.
Dallas, 1938, p. 649.
54. Cleaveland, PP. 156-157.
55. Poe, p. '221.
56. May D. Rhodes, The Hired Man on Horseback. Riverside Press, Cambridge,
1938, p. 27.
.
57. Nannie Alderson, A Bride Goes West. Farrar and Rinebart, 1942, pp. 59, 271.
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tIe of mental difficulties brought on by loneliness in later
years. One reason is that the woman who went west was a
young woman full of optimism. Ranch life was hard-yes.
But the West was developing so rapidly in the 70's and 80's
that by the time the thrill of newness and the enthusiasm of
youth had worn off, the nearest neighbors were closer. Children, too, contributed to' the sanity of their mothers. Just
try brooding over your state some day with a four-year-old
child around! Again be it remembered, a ranch woman
gained security from the esteem in which she was held. All
sources agree that after the danger of Indian attacks had
passed, a woman was safe in the Cattle Country. Though
now and then a stranger or a pilfering Indian might give
rise to some real apprehension, a ride across the average
ranch in 1889 was probably safer from masculine interferel).ce than a walk down a big city's street on an evening
in 1950.
To a woman's sense of importance and security in the
West may be attributed the Western woman's early interest
in Women's Rights,58 paradoxical as that statement may
sound. For one thing, the Western woman wanted a better
world and was trying to build one. For another,operating
socially as she did in a "seller's market," she could afford to
think and talk independently without danger of losing favor
with the men in her social group. So in the later days of range
history ranch women took active interest in things outside
their family and neighborhood circles. That all this made
her home happier would be hard to prove. One can say there
is more companionship where people can talk things over
on a more equal basis. However, one simply cannot measure
the spiritual and social qualities of a home as one can its
physical dimensions. In general, what broadens the interests
of any member of a family, if it can be shared, makes for
good human relations; but in the ranch family good human
relations had always .existed-or else the men and women
who were poorly adjusted to their environments just did not
write memoirs.
58. Anne Ellis tells about this early interest in Pktin Anne Ellis. HoughtonMiffiin. 1931. pp. 188-194.
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Family life on the range was likely to be stable-if there
was money. This sounds mercenary. However, in reading
of pioneer families generally, one finds that the unstable ones
were those in which money and goods needed for some
measure of security were absent. A woman might look for a
better provider for her children. A man might get into a
shooting fracas and just leave. But usually there were family
stability and tranquility. Ranch families belonged to a stable
class. In Colorado, for example, people like the Iliffs and the
Snyders were a conservative, almost puritanical, element in
the population. They were people of good social standing, interested in schools and roads and in their own and their
neighbor's children. Perhaps the most characteristic thing
of them is that they had time to help each other and in doing
so contributed to their individual and family well-being.

THE GADSDEN PURCHASE LANDS
By J. J.

WAGONER

· problem of dividing the range into profitable units
T has existed in Arizona since the open grasslands comHE

menced to be overcrowded. The old policy of grazing out the
range and moving on had become impossible by the 80's; Permanent location and the opportunity to develop necessitated
proper land legislation. Unfortunately, the federal land laws
were based upon an arbitrary, eastern-conceived number of
acres rather than upon the possibilities of utilization and
production. 1 Though the rancher in a semi-arid region
usually required at least four sections to adequately support
his family, no provision for the acquisition of the requisite
amount was ever written into a federal statute. 2
Whenever possible, A.rizona cattlemen obtained legal
control of ranch holdings and fenced the area. However, investment in land valued from a few dollars to fifty or more
was not extremely attractive,3 so a more common procedure
involved staking a water claim and using the surrounding
open range lands. The Homestead Act of 1862 provided for
the free distribution of 160-acre farms, which ultimately
caused the break-up of the cattlemen's open range. Yet it
furnished immediate basis for securing grants along natural
streams and consequently control over adjacent lands. 4 Large
organizations frequently arose when cowboys took homesteads and transferred them after five years to their
employers. 5
Additional land was obtainable under the Timber and
Culture Act of March 13, 1873, which was a variation, not a
modification, of the Homestead Act. 6 Supposedly, title to
1. A. B. Hart, "The Disposition of Our Public Lands," Quarterly Journal of
Economics, I, No.2 (January, 1887), p. 182.
2. John W. Powell, Report on the Lands of the Arid Region, 2nd. ed., PP. 23-24.
3. Arizona Citizen, September 25, 1875.
4. 12 Statutes at Large, p. 392.
5. Clare M. Love, "History of the Cattle Industry in the Southwest," pt. 2,
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, XX, No.1 (July, 1916), p. 7.
6. 17 Statutes at Large, p. 605.
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one-quarter section was granted in return for the cultivation of forty acres of timber over a period of ten years. But it
was impossible to legislate forests into the arid regions, and
by judicious fraud the Act was made just another means of
increasing the size of land holdings. 7
By 1875 the need for liberality in the disposition of Western land was obvious. President Grant recommended the enactment of laws recognizing the limitation of certain arid
lands for pasturage. 8 Two years later, on March 3, the Desert
Land Act became a statute,9 the initial modification of .the
land system in the interests of cattlemen in southern Arizona.
The increase of the number of acres to 640 was definitely a
concession, and the requirement for irrigation within three
years and the payment of $1.25 per acre presented only temporary obstructions.
The desert entry was profitable to stockmen since it could
be held three years for twenty-five cents an acre. According
to the 1877 report of the Surveyor-General of Arizona, nearly
a hundred declaratory statements had been filed under the
Act by October, actual residents of the territory comprising
the majority of applicants. The early grantees in Pima
County included several erstwhile pioneers, namely Thomas
and Samuel Hughes, E. N. Fish, A. P. K. Safford, Franklin
and Don A. Sanford, and _Sabino Otero. lO To fully conform
with irrigation provisions, such honest settlers and ranchers
were often compelled to take their land in zigzag shape,
thereby confining it to the proximity of streams. One claim
on unsurveyed lands, for example, had forty-four corners.l l
But on October 1, entries were temporarily suspended and
Walter P. Webb, The Great Plains, p. 412.
Congressional Record, 44 Cong., 1 Sess., pt. 1, p. 32.
9. Statutes at Large, p. 377. By 26 Statutes at Large, p. 391. only 320 acres
could be acquired.
10. Arizona Citizen, August 11, 1877. The first twentY'four locaters and the quantities of land received are as follows: John Moore 640 acres; Thomas Hughes 320;
Samuel Hughes 280.21; E. N. Fish 640; James Southerland 160; S. A. Parkinson 320;
J. P. Cramer 160; R. A. Wilbur 640; J. C. Handy 640; Pedro Aguirre 640; Thomas
Elias 640; Juan .Elias 320; Sabino Otero 640; A. P. K. Safford 640; S. R. DeLong
640; W. B. Coyle 640; William Eustis 640; Franklin Sanford 639.64; Don A. Sanford
640; Thomas Driscoll 640; H. B. Govern 640; F. Maish 640; C. M. Bullard 640; and
Alvan Smith 640 acres.
. 11. Ibid., October 27, 1877.
7.
8.
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investigations were made to determine and set aside lands
which were strictly agriculturaJ.12
Of the first twenty-four claims, six were disallowed because they were located on Mexican land grants. 13 Charles
D. Poston, Registrar at the Florence land office, was informed by J. A. Williamson, Commissioner of the General
Land Office, in a letter dated August 9,1877, that section
eight of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo must be enforced;14
squatters on the Arivaca grant were to be apprised of their
inability to secure titles under the public land laws.
. Not the least benefactors of the law were speculators.
United States Surveyor-General· of Arizona, John Hize,
wrote in .1887 that perjury was frequently committed and
that certain parties obtained as much as four to five thousand
acres under the law by illegal methods. 15 Their schemes were
difficult to counteract, since they fulfilled the requirements
of the land offices in filing application and paying twenty-five
cents per acre down. By 1887 no less than half the claimants
who had taken up 405,797 acres in the Gila land district were
non-resident speculators. Out of 199,026 acres filed upon during the fiscal years 1885-87, for example, 113,178 acres went
to people who resided outside the territory.16
The frauds as to reclamation of the desert lands easily
became the rule rather than the exception. Some idea of the
preference for desert land entries is indicated by the official
reports of the United States Land Office at Tucson. The area
of public lands entered and selected in the southern district
for the year ending June 30, 1890, totaled 118,692.79 acres,
of which over half, 62,589.53 acres, was contained in desert
land entries. Lands pre-empted, 22,900 acres, and homestead
entries, 21,199.26 acres, were followed by 11,779.63 acres
12. Ibid., October 13, 1877.
. 13. Ibid., August 25. 1877. The six claimants were Wilbur, Handy, Aguirre,
Thomas and .Tuan Elias, and DeLong.
14. See 9 Statutes cit Large, p. 929. Article VIII of the February 2, 1848, treaty
provided that property belonging to Mexicans in ceded territories must be inviolably
respected. Also see 10 Statutes at Large, Art. V, P. 1035 whereby Article VIII was
made applicable to the Gadsden Purchase area.
15. "Report of the Surveyor-General of Arizona," Report of the Secretary of
Interior, 1887-1888, P. 604:
16. Ibid., p. 605.
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of timber-culture lands and only 226.37 acres of mineral
landsY
Obviously, modification of the law was inevitable and in
August, 1890, the amount of land which one person could
acquire was reduced to 320 acres. 18 The following year another proviso stipulated that improvements equal to $3 per
acre ($1 per year for three years) for reclamation purposes
must be added, that one-eighth of the entry should be put
under cultivation, and that only residents of the state or
territory where the land was situated had the privilege of
entry.19 Needless to say, speculation tended to decline.
Sometimes, however, the cattle barons themselves retarded settlement under the land acts by enclosing large
areas with barbed wire fences. They chose the best-watered
sites and left no gates; the land was "their range" and late
comers were treated as intruders. 20 It was not until February 25, 1885, that Congress prohibited all enclosure of "the
public domain except under a title legally applied for. 21
There were many violations of the law as cattlemen attempted to resist the settler and small stockman. J. S. Hansford was one lof many who were prevented from residing on
their homestead entries by ranchers. Judge William Walker,
Acting Commissioner of the General Land Office, advised him
in September, 1885, to inform the Unite,d States District Attorney and seek remedy in the county and state courts. 22
Other settlers were more aggressive. In June, 1893, the
four-mile fence erected by Colin Cameron for the Calabasas
Company was cut down; the fence was on the south side of
the land grant and encompassed what many dissident citizens
of the Nogales area considered to be public domain. 23 Apparently the company had fenced land originally claimed- under the Calabasas grant from the Mexican Government; yet
much of the land had been wrested by the courts and transferred to the public domain. 24 Consequently, in March, 1899,
Mr. S. J. Holzinger, special agent for the General Land Of17. Report of the Governor of Arizona to the, Secretary of Interior, 1890, p. 8.
18. 26 Statutes at Large, p. 391.
21. Exec. Doc. 166, 49 Cong., 2 Sess .. p. 1.
19. Ibid.• p. 1096.
22. Arizona Daily Star, September 17, 1885.
20. Love, op. cit., pp. 4-7.
23. Tempe News, June 10, 1893.
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fice of the Department of Interior, notified Messrs. Cameron,
Wise, et. al. in the vicinity of Nogales, Calabasas, and along
the Santa Cruz to remove their illegal fences within sixty
.days.25 Thus a victory over the large land grabbers was
·attained.
Quite often the lack of fences created problems relatively
as great. Friction between the commanding officer of Fort
Grant and cattlemen of the locality illustrates the point.
Since no fence surrounded the reservation, cattle frequently
strayed over the boundaries for water or grass and soldiers
invariably chased them away. The officer in charge even
threatened to have the animals shot, and several were. The
infuriated-ranchmen sought redress, arguing that the government should construct a fence; but their protestations
were in vain. 26
The lack of fences likewise accentuated quarrels between
cattlemen and sheepmen because no authoritative method of
limiting their respective ranges existed. Th~ rapid settlement of southern Arizona in the 80's and 90's was accompanied by a limitation of the public domain adapted for grazing. With no written law covering the subject, a tacit recognition of range rights, based upon occupation and improvement, had arisen. Yet encroachments by sheepmen upon established cattle ranges was inevitable,. and technically all
classes of livestock were equally entitled to the untaxed public domain.
Nevertheless, it seemed unjust for sheepmen to be permitted the privilege of driving their flocks from the northern
to the southern portion of the territory during the winter
months. 27 The short invasions proved most destructive to the
cattle ranges, be they titled or merely possessory. Consequently, a demand began in the late 1890's for the governmental control of grazing on the public domain and the protection of the equitable rights of all concerned. 28
I

.

18, 1899.
25,1899.
20, 1898.

24. Oasis, February
25. Ibid., March
26. Ibid.• August
27. Message of Governor N. O. Murphey to the Twenty-first Legislative Assembly
of the Territory of Arizona, January
Report of the Governor, op. cit.,
p.

28.

23, 1901.
1899,

14.
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But before continuing with the story of the distribution
and control of the public domain, it seems feasible that the
concomitant national policy in regard to the Mexican land
'grants should be related. The grants in the territory were
less numerous than in New Mexico or California, and were
confined to southern Arizona.
As in all other territorial acquisitions of the United
States, the question of the validity of land titles was involved
in the Gadsden Purchase. In Article V o~ the Gadsden Treaty
(signed at Mexico City on December 30, 1853, and proclaimed June 30, 1854), the United States was bound to
recognize the validity of all land titles. 29 However, the next
article provided that the titles must have been recorded in
the archives of Mexico; and a Mexican law of November 14,
1853, had declared null all alienations of public lands made
by the states and departments. 3o Obviously, the law was
. passed in anticipation of the sale of northern Sonora to the
United States, and to remove objections which that nation
might have to large holdings granted in the area by the State
of Sonora to Mexican citizens. At least the law was repealed
within a year after the signing of the Treaty.
,
In 1873, Mr. Rufl,1s C. Hopkins of the Interior Department made a full examination of the Mexican archives for
official registers of land grants made by the Mexican Government in Arizona. The territory north of Zacatecas was judicially subject to the audiencia of Guadalajara, but no documents relative to the lands were found in that city; however,
the desired information might have been destroyed in the
conflagration of 1858 (or 1859) .31
Eventually the status of all the southern Arizona grants
was determined by Congressional confirmation or rejection,
though in some cases the titles were so complicated and questionable as to require ultimate adjudication by the Supreme
Court. In 1854 the office of the Surveyor-General of New
Mexico, which then included Arizona, was established and
assigned as one of its principal duties the investigation of
GADSDEN PURCHASE LANDS

29.

30.

10 Statutes at Large. p. 1035,
Arizona Citizen, March 25. 1876.
Sen. Exec. Doc. 3, 43 Cong., 2 Sess.• pp. 1-6. A search of the archives of

31.
Spain might have resulted in locating the documents.
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the Mexican land claims. 32 Similarly, in 1870, it became the
function of the Surveyor-General of Arizona, then John Wasson, to check these claims and report upon their validity to
the Secretary of Interior, who in turn submitted the reports
to Congress. 33
After commencing his work in 1879, the SurveyorGeneral learned that the majority of grants had been abandoned as worthless by the original grantees for periods of
ten years or more, and that speculators, mainly from California, had traced down the heirs and purchased their rights
for practically nothing. 34 By 1888 the Surveyor-General had
examined and reported favorably on thirteen of the grants
and unfavorably upon twO. 35 Finally in 1891 the whole subjectwas referred to a specially created Court of Private Land
Claims, which assumed jurisdiction over titles originating
under the authority of Spain or Mexico. 36 The court completedits work in 1904, having confirmed 116,540 acres of
land out of 837,680 acres claimed. 37
.
The legal procedure for each claim was too involved to be
adequately discussed here. 38 However, the final settlements
made by the Court of Private Land Claims and the United
States Supreme Court were hnportant in the organization of
large ranch units in southern Arizona. The grants which
were left intact became the largest titled-properties in the
territory, and large squatter establishments on the lands
rejected by the courts were also given secure titles. On the
disallowed San Rafael del Valle claim, for example, the titles
of the Packa'rd, Greene, and Lewis Springs ranches were
settled. 39 .
.
Validity of Baca Float number three was not determined
until later. Homesteaders who had entered the grant were
benefactors of paterna.listic legislation, since settlers evicted
10 Statutes at Large, p. 308.
16 Statutes at Large, p. 304.
"Report of the Surveyor-General of Arizona," op. cit., P. 606.
35. Sen. E:x;ec. Doc. 93, 48 Cong., 1 Sess., p. 158.
36. 26 Statutes at Large, p. 854.
37. Ibid. In Appendices I and II will be found a detailed list of the grants, their
location, claimants, as well as area claimed, confirmed. and rejected.
32.
33.
34.

38. Annual Report of the Attorney-General of the United States for the Year
1904, House Doc. 9. 58 Cong., 3 Sess., p. 109.
39. Tombstone Epitaph, April 1, 1894.
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by the local courts were authorized to select "in lieu" lands
twice the area of the land entries made prior to December 13,
19i7.40
Meanwhile, by the early 1900's, several' bills had been
introduced in Congress to provide for the leasing and fencing
of the public domain; but they failed in passage because no
adequate classification of lands had been made to distinguish
grazing from farming lands. In December, 1905, President
Theodore Roosevelt urged Congress to increase the size of
homesteads so that a family might be sufficiently supported,41
The Enlarged Homestead Act of 1909 modified the act of
1862 ;42 yet the 320-acre entries simply furnished an additional bad effect on range management in that the number of
small units, uneconomical for grazing purposes, was
increased.
It was not until 1916 that Congress recognized the existence of the cattle industry in the West. Until the Grazing
Homestead Act was passed, not a single land law had favored
the cattleman. 43 But the 640-acre maximum entry was still
too small. The arid, non-irrigable land obtainable had only a
carrying capacity of about thirty head to the section. Most
stock raisers considered at least one hundred cattle necessary
for a competent living. Thus southern Arizona cowmen were
presented with another law based upon a fundamental economic error. 44 As the grazing homesteader selected the best
lands, his activities drove out the open-range cattlemen who
had become adjusted to arid conditions.45
With no control over the public range nor means of determining grazing rights of the occupants, the stock raising
industry had become a struggle for existence. National
legislation was definitely necessary to prevent the gradual
destruction of the range through overgrazing, and to build up
GADSDEN PURCHASE LANDS

40. 42 Statutes at Large. p. 108; 44 Statutes at Large. pt. 2. p. 299.
41. Congresmcmal Record. 59 Cong.• Spec. Sen. Sess.• XL. pt. 1. p. 100.
42. 85 Statutes at Large. p. 689 et. seq.
43. 39 Statutes at Large. p. 362 et. seq.
44. Anonymous. HThe Public Domain and the Stock-Raising Homestead Law,"
An,erican ForestTlJ. XXIII. No. 280 (April. 1917). p. 243.
45. E. O. Wooton. "The Relation of Land Tenure to the Use of the Arid Grazing
Lands of the Southwestern States." U.S.D.A. BuUetin No. 1001 (February 23. 1922).
p.48.'
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its carrying capacity through regulated use. For ten years
or more prior to the inception of the Grazing Homestead Act,
the Arizona Cattle Growers' Association consistently advocated the administration of the public domain under federal
control similar in operation to supervision of the national
forest by the Forest Service. 46
The letter of Governor George W. P. Hunt to President
Coolidge, dated April 9, 1926, expressed the desires of another group regarding the public domain. Though a considerable portion of the remaining unreserved lands was
practically worthless, it seemed unjust to Hunt that it be
kept in possession of the Federal Government for the maintenance of nonproductive clerks rather than the state tax
rolls. 47 But the first national law to provide for regulated
control of the unappropriated grazing lands and for diversion of certain revenues derived therefrom to the states was
the Taylor Grazing Act of June 28, 1934.48 The stated purpose of the bill is
to stop injury to the public grazing lands by preventing overgrazing
and soil deterioration, to provide· for their orderly use, improvement,
and development, to stabilize the livestock industry dependent upon the
public range, and for other.purposes.

In order to achieve these goals, grazing districts were to
be established. ·Permits to graze livestock thereon would be
issued to stock owners (preference to contiguous owners of
land or water rights) entitled to participate in the use of the
range, upon the payment annually of reasonable fees based
upon the carrying capacity. Permits were granted up to ten
years, renewal being subject to the discretion of the Secretaryof Interior. Fences, wells, reservoirs, and other needed
improvements could be constructed within the grazing districts. In fact, twenty-five per cent of all fees received is
46. Dwight B. Heard, "The Public Range and Present plans for its Control,"
Proceedings of the Ninth Annual Meeting of the Arizona Cattle Growers' Association,
1916, p. 65.
47. Congressional Record, 69 Cong., 1 Sees., LXVII, pt. 7, pp. 7362-64; see also
Message of Governor George W. P. Hunt to the First Regular Session of the Eighth
Arizona Legislature, January 10, 1927, p. 30.
48. 48 Statutes at Large, pt. 1, PP. 1269-75; amended by 49 Statutes at Large, p.
976 and 53 Statutes at Large, p. 1002.
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expended for range improvement, 12'l'2 per cent being allocated to the counties where the fees are collected.
During the year 1935 no permits were issued Arizona
stockmen because no land classification had been made by
which the commensurate value of properties could be determined. However, temporary licenses subject to revocation by
the Secretary of Interior were provided. 49 Gradually ten-year
licenses were introduced.
Arizona ranchers were particularly interested in Section
15 of the Act, and also in General Land Office Circular
Number 1336 regarding the leasing of federal lands. No
application was accepted for less than 640 acres or more than
3,840 acres and only land· adjoining patented land was
leased. 50 All isolated tracts not included in grazing districts
were leased to contiguous owners, or sold to highest bidder
if not in excess of 760 acres. The grazing fee rate in grazing
districts in Arizona from 1935 to May 1, 1947, was five
cents per animal unit per month. 51 The Bureau of Land Management in Phoenix, which has control over the grazing
lands covered by Section 15, uses a formula based on the carrying capacity of grazing lands to determine fees. Thus the
rancher is not compelled to overgraze to secure the full value
of his rental.
A popular feature of the Taylor Grazing Act, is the diversion of fifty per cent of the fees returned to the state for the
benefit of the counties in which the lands are situated.
Though most southern Arizona counties are either outside
or only partially within grazing districts, they receive some
remuneration. 52 In 1940, an average year, the following
amounts were returned to them: Pima $1,626.00; Cochise
$880.00; Santa Cruz $2.50; Maricopa $1,482.00; Graham
$299.00; Pinal $3,305.00; and Yuma $671.00. 53
Another commendable innovation was the McCarron
amendment signed by the President in July, 1939. Authority
for the first time was delegated to a local Advisory Board of
GADSDEN PURCHASE LANDS

49. Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XIV, No. 21 (May 28, 1935).
50. Ibid., XIII, No. 37 (September 25,1934).
51. Letter from Ed Pierson, Regional Chief, Division of Range Management, to
the writer, April 15, 1949.
52. Ibid.
53. Ibid.
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five to twelve stockmen in each district who cooperate with
a wildlife representative. 54 It can certainly be said that the
administration of Taylor grazing lands has been ~ess controversial than that of state lands in Arizona.
The allocation of certain federal lands to the states for
educational purposes and for essential public improvements
has been laudable; yet the designation of scattered sections·
has not been. conducive to efficient administration or wise
range management: Sections sixteen and thirty-six were
reserved to the territory of Arizona for !he benefit of .
schools ;55 unfortunately, no revenue was to be received therefrom before statehood. In 1895, Governor L. C. Hughes estimated that the territory was thus being deprived of $75,000
to $100,000 annually. 56
On April 7, 1896, however, the Governor, Secretary, and
Superintendent of· Public Instl'uction were authorized, pending enactment of a leasing law, to lease school and university lands under rules prescribed by the Secretary of Interior. 57 Finally, on March 18, 1897, the Territorial Legislature provided for the leasing' of school lands. Squatters who
had made improvements were given a preferred right. Anyone paying annually up to 2% per cent of the assessed valuation was entitled to a lease for a term not exceeding five
years, or until the admission of the territory as a state. 58
The Enabling Act, approved June 20, 1910, added Sections 2 and 32 to the state lands. 59 Where any Qf the designated sections were appropriated, other lands of equal value
could be selected "in lieu" thereof. In cases of lands embraced
within national forests for which the option of indemnity
selection was not exercised, the state received twenty per
cent of the gross proceeds. 60 Land could be auctioned but
for not less than three dollars per acre. 61 Furthermore, no
54. Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XVIII, No. 33 (July 25,1939).
55. 12 Statutes at Large, p. 665.
66. Report of the Governor, op. cit., 1895, p. 28.
67. 29 Statutes at Large, p. 90.
68. Revised Statutes of Arizona, 1901, pars. 4032-4063, pp. 1015-19.
59. 36 Statutes at Large, pp. 572-573.
60. 'Ibid., p. 574; also Revised Statutes of Arizona, 1913, par. 4567, p. 1478.
61. Constitution of the State of Arizona (annotated and copyrighted by the Department of Library and Archives, July, 1939), Art. X, sec. 5, p. 65.
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more than 640 acres of grazing land could be purchased by
one indivfdual. 62 Pending sale, land could be leased as the
state legislature prescribed.
By legislative act of 1912 the Land Commission was authorized to lease state land for a term not exceeding five
years, the minimum charge being set at three cents per
acre. 63 The limitation of 640 acres to a lease was cleverly
evaded by various means. 64 Investigation of the Commission
disclosed many fraudulent practices on the part of individuals who were speculating in school.lands. Perhaps the
commonest, though not the most reprehensible, was subleasing without written consent at exorbitant profit. Sometimes holders of territorial leases would not apply for a
permit for the further occupancy of· the land subsequent to
the territory's admission, but continued to exact the stipulated rent from sub-Iessees. 65 Fictitious names, or dummies,
were also frequently-used devices.
However, neither the Constitution nor the Enabling Act
of the state of Arizona made definite provision for the classification of state lands or for the determination of rentals on
them. Under the territorial system and during thirteen
months of the Commission's existence, rentals were determined by' the boards 'of supervisors. As a result, great inequality existed among counties of the state, since virtually
no attempt at classification had been made. 66 But the land
code of 1915 invested in the Commission the power to classify
lands that had been selected, as grazing, agricultural, timber,
or irrigableY The amount of minimum rental was again
affirmed to be three cents per acre payable annually in advance on leases made for ten years with preferred right of
renewal. 68
.
Occasionally the State Land Commissioner has found it
GADSDEN PURCHASE LANDS

62. Ibid,. Bee. 11. p. 66.
63. Revised Statutes of Arizona. 1913, par. 4567. sec. 12, p. 1480.
64. Arizona Range News, July 5. 1918.
65. Report of the State Land Commissioner .of Arizona to the Governor of the
State (June 6,1912 to December 1,1914), P. 54.
66. Ibid,. p. 56.
67. Acts, Resolutions. and Memorials of the Regular Session, Second Legislature
of the State of Arizona, 2 spec. BeSB., 1915, Chap. 5. sec. 15. pp. 19-20.
68. Ibid.• sec. 32, p. 25.
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imperative to change the rental charged. 69 The Commissioner.
in 1933, Mr. Howard T. Smith, for example, called in each
lease to make a notation thereon that for the two years June
14,1933, to June 14,1935, a reduction from three to·11J2 cents
per acre would be effective. 70 The plight of stockmen had
forced the decision of the Land Commission. Similarly, the
county assessors in a meeting at Globe the previous December had set a one dollar acre maximum valuation on private
lands. However, the assessors were slower than the Commis, sion in reducing the valuations, and consequently the taxes,
in several counties. 71
Arizona cattlemen commended the Commission for recognizing the suffering prevalent in the industry; yet the commission showed dissatisfaction in the inelasticity of the
rental system, since no set figure was equitable considering
the vast differences in the value of the range. They recommended reclassification of state land and the establishment
of charges based thereafter on the carrying capacity of individual sections, as well as on the prevailing beef market-the two factors determining the degree of fluctuation of
rentals between definite minimum and maximum limits. 72
Carrying capacity and prices are complementary. No stockman must sacrifice his cattle on a low market when the range
furnishes the possibility of a carryover, but there is no choice
when the ranges are depleted. However, fifteen years were to
elapse before these fundamental factors were considered by
the legislature.
Meanwhile, in April, 1935, the Land Board unanimously
agreed to continue the 11J2cent per acre fee on state lands for
two more years beyond June of that year. 73 And in 1937 the
rate was voluntarily continued for an additional two years
p'ending the completion of appraisal of state lands. 74
In January, 1936, Works Progress Administration Proj69. Ibid., 1933, Chap. 98, Bec. 1, p. 467 ; or Arizona Code Annotated, 1939, Chap.
11, sec. 304, p, 437.
70. Weekly Market Report and New8 Letter, XII, No, 19 (June 13, 1933).
71. Ibid., XIII, No. 30 (August 7, 1934),
72. Twenty-second Annual Report of the State Land Commissioner (July 1,
1933 to June 30, 1934), p. 6.
.
73. Weekly Market Report and New8 Letter, XIV, No.1 (January 2, 1935) •
. 74. Ibid., XVI, No. 16 (May 11, 1937).
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ect number 274 was assigned to cooperate with the State
Land Department in the classification of all state lands. 75
Heretofore no permanent records classifying the lands had
existed, unless in the memory of department employees who
had never seen the lands. Consequently there was no possible
basis for leasing grazing lands except at a flat rate, regardless of their value to the lessees. Furthermore, the administration was unable to secure income commensurate with the
best interests of industries utilizing or benefitting from the
lands. 76
Specifications for classification included actual physical
examination of state lands and the drafting of a topographi. cal map for each township denoting all the different types of
lands therein, namely, state, private, railroad, public domain, forest reserve, and Indian reservation lands. The car. rying capacity was estimated, rainfall and soil conditions
determined, and summaries by townships and counties made.
In addition to collecting detailed data, the project uncovered many cases of completely inefficient handling because of lack of information. For example, it was found that
valuable irrigation lands were sometimes under grazing
leases in violation of the Enabling Act, the Arizona Constitution, and state land code. Subsequent to the investigation,
however, they were properly classified and rentals collected
accordingly.77
.
The state also ,participated in the federal soil erosion
program. On March 18, 1936, an agreement was made between the state of Arizona and the Soil Conservation Service
of the Department of Agriculture whereby unleased state
lands in Pinal and Maricopa Counties were to be under the
supervision of erosion specialists; the object was to check
deterioration of the ranges by planting or propagating vegetative covering. 78 Lessees throughout southern Arizona also
reached agreements with the Service for the restoration of
the -land to its former capacity.
75.

Twenty-fourth Annual Report of the Arizona State Land Commissioner (July

1.1935 to June 30,1936). n.p.
76. Ibid.
77. Ibid.
78. Ibid.
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State lands were affected by federal statute in another
way too. Under Section 8 of the Taylor Grazing Act,79 the
Land Board frequently exchanged its lands within the federal grazing districts for comparable "in lieu" sections (private owners in the districts were similarly authorized by
the same section). Conflicts sometimes arose between the
state and private lease applicants. It was determined that
when land was applied for under both Sections 8 and 15, a
one-year federal permit should be issued under Section 15 if
that application were made first; but if the state filed the
initial" request, its application went to Washington for
investigation. 80
As previously noted, the procedure for leasing state lands
was frequently changed. The contracts up to 1940 included
the "or date of sale" clause; i. e., the lease extended for five
years unless purchased. In that year, however, Mr. William
Alberts authorized the elimination of the clause so that a
potential buyer 'must wait the expiration of the lease. 81
The method of purchasing state lands in 1940 consistE;d
of filing an application along with a one dollar fee at the office
of the State Land Commissioner. The latter notified the
proper county board of supervisors, which made an appraisal
of the lands. After publication of a list of lands thus applied
for, public auctions were held. State lands were sold for cash
or on terms. If on terms, the certificate of purchase ran for
thirty-eight years after payment of five per cent on the purchase price and two per cent in addition for classification and
appraisement. 82
Two types of lands available for renting by Arizona
farmers and cattlemen have been discussed, namely, public
domain and state lands. In addition, there are national forests in which the permit system of grazing control is used.
There are numerous' examples of large ranch organizations
comprising several different types of lands. Many are in the
Willcox area. By 1929, the J. H. Brookreson Ranch, for in,stance, consisted of some 7,000 acres of patented land
79. 48 Statute. at Large, pt. I, sec. 8, pp. 1272-73.
80. Weeklll Market Report and News Letter, XV, No. 44 (November 24, 1936).
81. Ibid., XIX, No. 27 (July 9,1940).
82.

Ibid.
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purchased at $2 to $5 per acre (originally deeded by the
government in 320-acre homesteads) and approximately
thirteen sections of state leased lands. E. R. Hooker possessed
some 35,000 acres of private and 20,000 acres of state lands
in addition to considerable forest acreage. The Riggs family
had acquired 100,000 patented, 50,000 leased, and 25,000
acres in forest lands. 83
By 1904, some eight forest reservations had been set aside
in Arizona in accordance with Sectioh24 of the General Revision Act of 1891. 84 Three of the areas were south of the
Gila River. 85 The Santa Rita Forest Reserve (south and
southeast of Tucson) was created' by an executive order of
April 11, 1902.86 The Santa Catalina 87 (northeast of Tucson)
was similarly established on July 2 of the same year, and the
Chiricahua Reserve on July 30. 88
The establishment of other reserves followed until 1908
when a process of consolidation began. On JulY'2, Executive
Order number 908 directed that the Santa Rita, Santa Catalina, and Dragoon National Forests be joined under the
name of the Coronado National F'orest. 89 The reserve was
enlarged on June 6,1917, with the addition of the Chiricahua
Forest; also by Order number 908,90 the Huachuca, Tumacacori, the Baboquivari Reserves were consolidated into the
Garces National Forest. 91 And on July 1, 1908, a third administrative district, the Crook National Forest, was
created. 92
Since the reserves embraced large areas of grazing lands,
they have always been of paramount importance in the his83. Arizona Range News, August 16 and 23, September 13, October 11, and November 8, 1929.
84. 26 Statutes at Large, p. 1103. In 1907 the name "forest reserves" was changed

to Hnational forests."

85. Report to the Governor, op. cit., 1904, p. 111.
86. 32 Statutes at Large, pt. 2, PP. 1989-91.
87. Ibid., pp. 2012-13.
88. Ibid., pp. 2019-21.
89. See 36 Statutes at Large, pt. 2, p.b2719 for the alteration of the boundaries.
The best available list of presidential orders is Presidential Executive Orders, W.P.A.
Historical Records Survey, 2 vola.
90. Presidential Executive Orders,
91. See 36 Statute at Large, pt.

1910.

92.

Presidentia.l Executiv.e O,ders.

Order No. 2630, p. 221.
2, p. 2687 for addition of lands on April 21,
Order No. 869, p. 81.
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tory of the cattle industry in southern Arizona. In 1925 for
example, 1,226,506 of the 1,302,768 acres in the Coronado
National Forest were usable for grazing for an average of
10.46 months per year with a carrying capacity of 37,844
cattle. 93 The Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture which has supervised the reserves since 1905, was given
the task of seeing that the maximum number of cattle and
sheep were grazed with the least possible injury to vegetation. Its range management program involves the determination of carrying capacity, the most adaptable class of stock,
and the grazing period for each range. 94 The most beneficial
use of grazing lands and the best distribution of stock are
obtained through the proper division of ranges among the
stockmen and among the different classes of livestock, as
.well as by the development of water, construction of drift
fences, better salting methods, and the eradication of poisonous plants. 95
At first there was no law specifically authorizing the sale
of grazing privileges on forest reserves. But since there was
also no prohibition, Chief Forester Pinchot ordered a small
charge beginning January 1, 1906. 96 In the years preceding
his extra-legal step, considerable opposition was manifested
in western states against regulation. On February 14, 1899,
for example, delegate Marcus A. Smith of Arizona presented
a memorial from the legislature of his state demanding grazing without restriction. 97
Yet the disadvantages of free grazing were apparent.
The Interior Department, which directed the reserves until
1905, found it almost impossible to assign permits justly to
all applicants, and thus adopted preferential rules. The
stockmen residing on the reserves were first considered, and
then persons with permanent ranches within reserves but
93. Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Public Lands and Surveys, U.S. Senate, 69 Cang., 1 Sess., 1925, P. 1755.
94. Paul G. Redington (District Forester). UForest Reserves and Grazing Lands,"
Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Meeting of the Arizona Cattle Growers' Association,
1917, pp. 34-35.
95. Ibid., p. 36.
96. Hse. Doc. 6, 59 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 278.
97. Congressional Record, 55 Cong., 3 Sess., XXXII, pt. 2, p. 1879; Session Laws
of the Twe";tieth Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Arizona, 1899, Council Memorial No.1, p. 88.
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residence outside. Next in preference came those who lived
in the immediate vicinity, and finally outsiders or transients
who had some equitable claim. 98 Without the exaction of fees,
however, restrictions on grazing were necessarily lax and
westerners for that reason opposed the transfer of reserves
to a Department of Agriculture bent on the regulation of
grazing. 99
Nevertheless, government control was established and the
Congressional appropriation bill for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1907, contained a provision relative to the levying
of fees. The minimum charge for summer grazing was
twenty to thirty-five cents per head, or thirty-five to fifty
cents per head for year-long grazing. But the regulation
stipulated that grazing fees would be raised as· the ranges
improved and the demand for permits increased. 10o From
1906 until 1910 only slight changes were made in the regulations. But in 1910 fees were established on the basis of
thirty-five to sixty cents. An order of the Secretary of Agriculture, effective January 1, 1912, added five cents per head
per annum. In 1915 the scale ran from forty-eight to seventyfive cents per h.ead. The first important increase came in
1916 with the raising of the maximum charge to $1.25 with
gradual additions scheduled until by 1919 it would be $1.50
with a sixty-cent mipimum.
Ten per cent of receipts from forest reserves were payable annually to the territory to be distributed to the counties
in which the reserves were located for the benefit of schools
and the construction of roads, providing that the amount was
not equivalent to more than forty per cent of a county's income from all sources. 101 By a subsequent act of Congress,
however, it was provided that twenty-five per cent of the
money received should be disbursed to the state. In addition,
ten per cent of gross receipts is expended upon roads within
the forests, and about eleven per cent is paid into the state
John Ise, The United States Forest Policy, p. 169.
Congressional Record. 57 Cong.• 1 Sess., XXXV, pt. 7, pp. 6509-26 and 6566-73.
100. C. E. Rachford, ·'Forest Service, Range Appraisal Report," Hearings, Ope cit.,
pt. I, pp. 17-18.
101. 84. Statutes at Large, pp. 1270-71; Biennial Message of the Governor of Arizona (Joseph H. Kibbey) to the Twenty-fourth Legislative Assemblv, 1907, P. 41.
98.

99.
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treasury. Thus the share of rents received is at least equivalent in most cases to the taxes which would be collected from
the'same'lands in private ownership.102
The permit system of renting is more flexible than the
leasing system. It entails a definite number of animals on an
amount of land which the Forest Service estimates to be
sufficient. The forage required for a given kind of animal
differs very little, and hence a uniform charge "per animal"
is easily applied whereas a uniform charge "per acre" is not
equitable because of vegetation differences. Furthermore, the
leasing system is conducive to overstocking, especially if the
tenure is short. lOa
Speculation was discouraged, since permits are not transferable; also, a stockman who waives his grazing preference
by agreement with a buyer of his stock and private lands is
prohibited from obtaining another permit for three years,
unless surplus land of no useto other applicants is available.
Moreover, permits were to run for only one year with preference being given to small nearby owners, other occupants of
the range, and owners of transient stock, in that order. 104
The first decade of the existence of the Arizona Forest
Reserves brought a rapid increase in the value of grazing
privileges, the higher price of meat and the growing scarcity
of open range being perhaps the chief causes. While rentals
on Indian, state, and private lands rose accordingly, the forest reserve fees remained stationary: But finally in 1917, the
Secretary of Agriculture decided to correct the discrepancy
by raising the fees. 105
Livestock associations in the western range states protested. The Arizona Cattle Growers' Association, eighty-four
per cent of its members having forest permits, registered
strenuous objections at their March convention in Globe. lOG
The committee appointed to draw up a protest to the proposed advancement in rates denounced the statement of the
102. Wooton, op. cit., pp. 56-57.
103. Ibid.

104. "National Forest Manual," (Effective March, 1924), Regulation G-7,

Hear·

'ings, op. cit., p. 61.

105. Anonymous, American Forestry, XXIII, No. 279 (March, 1917), p. 177.
106. E. H. Crabb, "Grazing Privileges on Forest Reserves," Proceedings of
Tenth Annual Meeting of the Arizona Cattle Growers' Association, 1917, p. 65.
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Secretary of Agriculture that Forest Service fees were only
thirty-four pe~ cent of prices paid by cattlemen for grazing
on private lands; i. e., 3.9 cents per head as compared with
11.7 cents per head. They contended that fencing and the
unregulated use of non-forest lands were conducive to the
most profitable range management. 107
The demands of cattlemen were partially met when the
Department of Agriculture reduced its announced increase
in fees from 331;2 to twenty-five per cent. Future increases
were to be contingent upon investigations of the actual value
of each permit in the separate forests. lOS Accordingly, a detailed appraisal of national forest ranges began in 1921 in
order that a parity between forest and commercial rates
could be equitably established,l°9
The following year Arizona stockmen formed an organization in Tucson called the National Forest Permittees' Association to resist attempts of the Forest Service to advance
grazing fees. Their resolutions called for long-term leases
in definite and positive terms, and the recognition of established rights based upon use prior to the' creation of the
forest reserves. However, Colonel W. B. Greeley, Foresterin-Chief at Washington, stated that existing rents did not
represent the full commercial value of-the grazing lands.uo
Generally the cattlemen were satisfied with the regu-'
lated system of grazing as promulgated by the Forest Service, especially in times of depression. A typical situation occu:rred during the mid-20's when many grazing regions were
drouth-stricken. The Secretary of Agriculture was authorized by Congress in March, 1925, to waive any part, or all,
of the grazing charges for the use of national forests in the
drouth areas.u 1 In the same year, grazing fees were worked
out on the basis of annual rates paid by stockmen on leased
state and private lands.u 2 In 1927, there was a reduction;
though the next year the Secretary of Agriculture approved
GADSDEN PURCHASE LANDS

107. See the committee's letter to D. F. Houston, then Secretary of Agriculture,
Ibid., p. 62.
108. Anonymous, American Forestry, XXIII, No. 279 (March, 1917), p. 177.
109. Sen. Doc. 199, 74 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 267.
.
110. Tucson Citizen, June 6, 1922.
111. 44 Statutes at Large, pt. 1, p. 1269.
112. Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XII, No. 14 (April 13, 1933).
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a plan, to begin in 1928 and continue through 1930, whereby
grazing charge would be increased to the commercial basis
less twenty-five per cent, the difference in the two scales being lessened twenty-five per cent for each of the three
years.ll 3
The extremely low prices of cattle and sheep, however,
resulted in a fifty per cent reduction for 1932. 114 Then a flexible formula was worked out and approved by Secretary of
Agriculture Wallace on May 27, 1933. It provided for annual
readjustment on the basis of prices received for livestock
during the previous year in eleven western states;115 the
1931 range appraisal rate of 14.5 cents per head per month
for cattle was accepted as the base. Thus, by way of illustration, the 1939 cattle fee was eight per cent lower than the
1931 level; i. e., the individal forest fee was established by
simply taking ninety-two per cent of thebase. ll6
It is true that in spite of the general acquiescence in the
forest program, certain criticisms prevailed, which were
slowly met. The demand for long-term permits culminated in
the enactment of the Clarke-McNary Law on June 7,1924,117
which granted contracts up to ten years; but with the initiation of the public domain administration under the Taylor
Grazing Act, permits were once again issued on a year-toyear basis. 11s
Furthermore, permission to erect fenced enclosures was
sought; The lack of arbitrary lines of division lowered the
worth of forest grazing privileges in comparison with Indian, state, or private leases, which empowered the lessees to
construct fences and consolidate ranch units. The difficulty
in separating different kinds of stock or the animals of different owners is apparent. However, the Service did allow
so-called "drift fences" to restrict the movement of stock in
such a manner as to secure their proper distribution on the
113. Sen. Doc. 199, 74 Cong., 2 Sess., p. 257.
114. Report of the Forester, 1933 (Robert Y. Stuart), Annual Reports of the Department of Agriculture, p. 24.
115. Ibid., pp. 24-25.
116. Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XVIII, No. 21 (May 2, 1939). See
the letter of James A. Scott, Acting Regional Forester at Albuquerque.
117. 43 Statutes at Large, pt. I, pp. 653-655.
118. Weekly Market Report and News Letter, XIII, No. 47 (December 4, 1934).
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range, second in importance only to the rate of stocking. 1l9
In summary it can be said that though stockmen occasionally protested against increase in grazing fees and certain
weaknesses in the forest reserve laws, they almost invariably
supported the Forest Service in its efforts to improve range
conditions; and the constructive pioneering of foresters in
developing a range science in Arizona has been most commendable. Perhaps the first experiment of note began in
1903 with the enclosing of 49.2 square miles in the Santa
Rita Forest Reserve; four contiguous ranches wer,e also included. Previous to that time, heavy pasturing had considerably depreciated the range; but by 1910 the Bureau of Plant
Industry was able to report conclusively that vegetation
which once flourished on the reserve could be restored when
given a measure of protection. 120 In 1915 the Experimental
Station was transferred to the Forest Service, which has
continued to show the benefits to be derived from stocking
ranges within their grazing capacity.l2l
The basic objective in range research involve.s detailed
study of conditions necessary for plant growth; it begins
with the soil and ends with the marketable animal. A matter
of chief concern has been the invasion of the ranges by mesquite, cacti, burroweed, and snakeweed. Though these plants
often result in a decreased forage production, they do not
have the effect of poisonous plants in causing cattle losses.
The latter have presented a serious problem. 122 In 1916 alone
some four hundred head of cattle worth approximately
$16,000 were lost in forests of Arizona. The principal plants
causing the losses were three or four species of loco. 123 Of
the experiments which ha,ve been conducted under the supervision of the Southwestern Forest and Range Experiment
Station at Tucson, many have been concerned with the dif119. Proceedings of the Tenth Annual Meeting of .the Arizona Stock Growers'
Association, 1917, p. 47.
'
120. David Griffiths, "A Protected Stock Range in Arizona," U.S.D.A. Bureau
of Plant Industry, Bulletin 177, pp. 7-24.
121. Redington, op. cit., p. 36.
122. Kenneth W. Parker, "Control of Noxious Plants in the Southwest," Research Notes, No. 77 (December, 1939), Southwestern Forest and Range Experiment
Station, Tucson, p. 10.
123. Redington, op. cit., p. 36.
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ferent methods of controlling and eradicating noxious and
poisonous weeds. When tested and proven, the information
obtained is disseminated among cattlemen.
Another important advantage which has accompanied
governmental control of the ranges is the prevention of
range wars, particularly armed conflicts between cattlemen
and sheepmen, as a result of the closing of forest reserves to
"transient" and tramp herds. 124 Furthermore, the forest
regulations have had a salutary effect on the enforcement of
brand laws. If an application for a permit shows that the
stock to be 'grazed bear brands not recorded in the name
of the applicant, acceptable proof of ownership must be
. furnished. 125
Besides the lands described above there are also Indian
Reservations in the Gadsden Purchase area. However, only
the Papagos are located entirely south of the Gila River and
for that reason the remainder of this paper will be devoted
to them.
The Papago Indian Reservation is situated about nine
miles southwest of Tucson. It is one of the leading centers
of livestock production in southern Arizona, chiefly for two
reasons. First, the free life of the open range is particularly
compatible with the Indian's temperament. Secondly, most
of the land is not acceptable to intensive agricultural develop;.
ment, and the livelihood of the people is therefore dependent
upon the successful raising of cattle.
The annexation of Arizona by the United States was most
disastrous to the Papagos. Belonging to the Piman family,
they were early Christianized by the Jesuits and Franciscans,
later being recognized as citizens of Mexico. But with the insurge of white settlers, they were not only deprived of citizenship,but also of intensive land holdings and water rights.
By an executive order in 1874 and by a congressional act of
. 1882, the tribe was granted a meager 69,200 acres of which
41,622 acres were allotted to 363 tribesmen by 1890. It was
inevitable that stock raising should continue to be the chief
124.
125.

Will C. Barnes, "The Story of the Range:' Hearings, op. cit., pt. 6, P. 1586.
"National Forest Manual," Hearings, op. cit., pt. I, p. 49.
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economic pursuit of the Papagos since 33,062 acres of the
allotted land and the entire unallotted area of 27,578 acres
were considered valueless except for grazing purposes. 126
By executive order 2300 on January 14, 1916, approximately two million acres of public land were set aside for
the Papagos, their first real safeguard against white encroachments. 127 However, it was learned that a six-mile strip
running generally east and west across the reservation had
been applied for by the state of Arizona prior to the establishment of the reservation, in accordance with its "in lieu"
privileges. 128 Certain private individuals had also initiated
valid claims to certain tracts under the' public land laws.
ConsequE;ntly, executive order 2524, February 1, 1917, provided for the elimination of the "six-mile strip" and its return to the public domain, leaving three separate tracts
.which were most insufficient for the grazing needs of the
tribe. 129 Immediately the Indians began insisting that their
lands be made contiguous through the closing of the strip
and by the acquisition of the privately-owned Santa Rosa
Ranch as well as adjoining,public land.
In 1930 a bill was introduced in the United States Senate contemplating certain additions to the reservation, viz.,
all the unreserved and undisposed land within the "strip."
, Also some $165,000 was to be appropriated to acquire the
Santa Rosa and other privatE:;ly-owned lands to completely
consolidate the tracts. Thus two advantages would be attained: (1) the Papagos could range their livestock over the
entire reservation without trespassing on private grasslands,
and (2) the encroachment by white and Mexican stock raisers upon the reservation would be limited. It was also hoped
that the state would relinquish its "lieu" selections within
'the strip. The bill became law on February 21, 1931, with the
GADSDEN PURCHASE LANDS

126. Sen. Doc. 973, 62 Cong., 3 Sess., p. 5..
127. Indian Affairs, Laws. and Treaties, IV. Sen. Doc. 53, 70 Cong., 1 Sess., p.
1005. Executive Order No. 1374 (June 16, 1911) 'and Order No. 1538 (May 28, 1912)
reserved certain public lands for the Papagos; whereas Orders No. 1090 (June 17. 1909)
and No. 1655 (December 5, 1912) had diminished the reservation slightly.
128. Constitution ,of the State of Arizona (annotated and copyrighted by the
Department of Library and Archives, July, 1939), Art. X, Sec. 5, p. 65; 36 Statutes
at Large. p. 558.
129. Hse. Report 1934. 71 Cong., 2 Sess., P. 2.
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stipulation that the lands acquired should not be subject to
allotment. 130
Congress had previously voted $9,500 on June 28, 1926,
for a purchase which embraced 440 acres of patented lands,
one quarter section being known as the "Steinfeld tract" and
the remainder as the "John Tierney tract." The latter was
practically all fenced and furnished valuable pasture for the
agency cows. l3l Yet the Indians still need additional pasture.
The Papago land status has accentuated the more undesirable features of periodic drouths. It is. impossible to
determine exactly the quantity of land needed by each stockman, but it is evident that the Papago range area per capita
has been insufficient, with overstocking and deterioration
the inevitable result. The reservation comprised 2,375,554
acres in 1930 of which 2,371,804 acres were grazing land.
Thus the range area approximated 459 acres for each of
5,159 Indians. 132
As previously stated, successful livestock production in
semi-arid regions entails the possession of thousands, not
hundreds, of acres. The white stockmen have obtained large
areas under the various leasing systems. But the Papago is
unable to lease government lands and is thus at a disadvantage in the competitive field dominated by his white neighbor.
His only solution was overstocki~g, a course which by the'
late 40's culminated in poverty and virtual expulsion from
the pursuit which had supported his ancestors for at least
two and a half centuries.
Nor have the Papagos been able to compete with other
Indian tribes. By way of comparison, the statistics on cattle
sales for May, 1935, are typical of the inequality. In that
month the Papagos sold 865 head of cattle averaging only
$22.71 per head, whereas the San Carlos Apaches averaged
$35.75 per head for the 1,700 animals which they sold. The
$13.04 difference could be attributed to perhaps three fac130.
131.

46 Statutes at Large, pp. 1202-03.
44 Statutes at Large, P. 775; also Bee Sen. Report 493, 69 Cong., 1 SeBB., p.

102.
132. Lee Muck, Percy E. MeliB, and George M. Nyce, "Economic Survey of the
Range Resources and Grazing Activities on Indian Reservations," Hearings before a
Subcommittee of the Committee on Indian Affairs, United StateB Senate, 71 Cong., 2
SeaB., p. 12273.
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tors favoring the Apaches: (1) superior range, (2) better
breeding, and (3) better marketing methods. 133
Even with government help the Papagos have been unable to cope with the problem of overstocking and the deterioration of their ranges. The long drouth during the winter
of 1948-49 virtually finished the livestock industry on the
reservation. A possible solution may be the program proposed by the tribal council and approved by Secretary of Interior Krug in 1949, which would separate the 7,400 Indians.
About one-third would be diverted into farming, and an
equal number into the white man's pursuits, leaving the remainder as livestock growers. 134
Regardless of what is done to alleviate the Papago situation, the system of land ownership in Arizqna will remain
complicated. The problem of securing sufficient land for the
remunerative management of herds has caused the stockman
his greatest consternation. As a result many ranches are
hodge podges of patented, state, forest, and public grazing
lands. No standardization of leasing fees has been achieved.
Consequently, users of low rental lands are frequently subjected to attacks by beneficiaries of the same.
133. Annual Statistical Report, Sells Agency, Arizona, FiBcal Year Ending June
30, 1935, p. 17.
134. Tucson Daily Citizen, March 29, 1949.

ON THE NAVAHO TRAIL: THE CAMPAIGN OF 1860-61
By MAX L. HEYMAN, JR.*
May to July of 1860, two and a half regiments of the
F. United
States Army moved from the Department of
ROM

Utah into the Department of New Mexico. 1 The reason for
their transfer is to be found in the Report of the Secretary of
War for 1860: "In New Mexico, the outrages and depredations of the Indians have been very daring and numerous,
and nearly the whole territory may be said to have been infested by them throughout the season." To chastise the red
man, then; "in an exemplary manner," was· the duty for
which the troops were called into the Territory. And the
particular object of their endeavors was to be "the numerous
and powerful tribe of Navajoes."2
Trouble between the Navaho Indians and the Spanishspeaking population of New Mexico stretched back to the
beginning of the eighteenth century.3 In the twelve years
immediately preceding the American conquest of the Territory, Navaho incursions had been extremely severe. 4 In
the twelve years since that time, the warriors of the
Navaho Nation had caused more trouble to the citizens of·
New Mexico than any other Indian tribe. 5
During these years, a. desultory warfare was carried on.
The Navaho raided the camps and settlements of the Territory for the purpose 'of stealing stock. Mexican women and
.Max L. Heyman, Jr., is a graduate. student, Department of History, University of
California at Los Angeles.
1. The 5th and 7th Infantry Regiments, three companies of the 10th Infantry,
and two companies of the 2d Dragoons. See General Orders No. 10, April 16, 1860,
Department of Utah, General Orders and Special Orders, 1860. This material and the
Adjutant General's Office and Department of New Mexico items hereinafter referred
to are to be found in the War Records Division of the National Archives in Washington, D. C. Also see Colonel T. T. Fauntleroy to Colonel L. Thomas, A. A. G., Headquarters of the Army, August 5, 1860, in the Report of the Secretary of War in
Senate Exec. Doc. No. I, 36th Cong" 2d sess., II, 60.
2. Senate Exec. Doc. No. I, 36th Cong., 2d sess., II, 3.
3. Hubert Howe Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico (San Francisco, 1889), 222223.
4. Frank D. Reeve, "The Government and the Navaho, 1846-1858," New Mexico
Historical Review, XIV (January, 1939), 82-83.
6.. Bancroft, op. cit., 673.
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c4ildren captured on these forays were enslaved or sold to
distant tribes. Only incidentally, however, did the Navaho
kill during these assaults. On the other hand, when Mexican
elements wished to enrich themselves in flocks and herds,
they made inroads upon the Navaho. Captives were likewise
enslaved 6 and, by 1861, it was estimated that the residents
of New Mexico held over 1;500 of these people in bondage.
Even the governor of the Territory was said to own Navaho
slaves. 7
No doubt, many of the depredations blamed on the
Navaho were not of their doing. But more were, and numerous punitive expeditions, public and private (the latter is
how New Mexicans often gained materially), were sent
against them. In 1858, a nominal peace existed, Yet, only a
minor incident was needed to rupture it. Such an incident
occurred. Thenceforth, except for the quiet wiriter of 185859, the Navahos raided at will. 8
Continued successful forays, even within sight of the
capital of the Territory, gave these warriors such confidence
in their bravery and prowess that, on April 30, 1860, they
became so bold as to attack Fort Defiance-a garrisoned
military post.9 It was this imprudent action on the part of a
Navaho war party that provoked the Secretary of War into
ordering that drastic steps be taken to quell the tribe. 10
At Fort Garland,n late in August, Major Edward R. S.
Canby, Brevet Lieutenant Colonel, Tenth Infantry,12 received a letter from Captain D. H. Maury, Assistant Adju6. Frank D. Reeve, "The Federal Indian Policy in New Mexico, 1858-1880," New
Mexico Historical Review, XII (July, 1937), 221.
7. Oscar H. Lipps, The Navajos (Cedar Rapids, 1909), 54-55.
8. Reeve, -'The Federal Indian Policy in New Mexico," loco cit., 223 et seq.
9. For the report of the attack, see Senate Exec. Doc. No.1, 36th Cong., 2d sess.,
II, 62-56.
10.

Major W. A. Nichols, A. A. G., to Colonel T. T. Fauntleroy, July 14, 1860,

ibid., 60.'
11. At this time Fort Garland was in the Territory of New Mexico. At present,
and since the Colorado Territory was formed, it is located in south-central Colorado.
12. In 1860, Canby was forty-three years old. He had graduated from West
Point in 1839, after which he served in the Florida War until 1842. On frontier service along the Great Lakes from 1842-1846, he participated in the Mexican War as assistant adjutant general, emerging with two brevet. He served in California from
1849-1851, took part in the "Mormon War" of 1857-1858, and commanded Fort Bridger,
1858-1860, before coming to New Mexico. Following his service in the Navaho campaign,
he commanded the Department of New Mexico, 1861-1862, during the Confederate In-
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tant General, in Santa Fe. Part of its contents read as
follows:
The Department Commander directs me to say that he has decided
to commence active operations against the. Navajos at once, and he
wishes you to conduct them. . . . in carrying out these operations he
desires to entrust the greatest possible discretion to you . . . he· has
selected you for this duty accordingly.13

Thus was Lieutenant Colonel Canby notified of his assignment to command the Navaho Expedition.
The campaign was planned to last six weeks in October
and November. The troops, in three columns, were to converge on Fort Defiance from their stations in different
sections of the Territory and, from that rendezvous, were to
invade the heart of the Navaho country and punish those
"audacious predatory hordes."14 The Superintendent of Indian Affairs, although he usually frowned on the use of one
tribe in fighting another, consented to the employment of
the Pueblo and Ute Indians as spies and guides for the military in this expedition against the "common scourge."15
Canby marched for Fort Defiance on September 10.16
Under orders to "seize and destroy the crops" in all the
Navaho planting grounds that his column might come upon,17
he led the troops southwestward via Abiquiu and Canon
Largo. 18 The command didn't r~ach Fort Defiance, where the
vasion of the Territory. He was one of those administrative generals (he ultimately
became a brigadier general in the regular army) whose light has been hidden by the
more dashing of their brethren-in-arms. He was what might be considered a military
assistant secretary· of war from 1862-1864. He commanded the Military Division of
West Mississippi, 1864-1865, and was military governor in three of the southern districts during Reconstruction. He was killed in northern California by the Modoc Indians in April, 1873. Asketch of his life may be found in the Dictionary of America",
Biography. N. B.: The author of this article now has" in preparation a biography of
Canby.
13. Maury to Canby, 'Department of New Mexico, Letters Sent, X, 455, No. 187.
(Department of New Mexico will hereinafter be cited as Dept. of N. M. and Letters
Sent, LS.)
14. Ibid.

Also see Fauntleroy to Thomas, August 26, 1860, Senate E",ec. Doc. No.
36th Cong., 2d sess., II, 63.
15. J. L. Collins to Maury, September 5, 1860, Dept. of N. M. Letters Received.
C30a, 1860. (Letters Received hereinafter cited as LR.)
,
16. With three officers and 115 enlisted men. Canby to A. A. G., September 9, 1860,
ibid., C32a, 1860.
17. Fauntleroy to Thomas, September 9, 1860, Senate E",ec. Doc. NO.1, 36th Cong.,
2d sess., II, 64.
18. Canby to A. A. G., September 19, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LR, C34a, 1860.
1.
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other columns were anxiously awaiting its arrivaJ,19 until
October 4-three days later than Colonel T. T. Fauntleroy,
the department commander, had anticipated. 20
But Canby had expected to be late, and had therefore
requested that the commanders of the other detachments
have their reports and returns ready so that there would be
no unnecessary delay in organizing the troops once he did
arrive. 21 Yet, in spite of this and other attempts to forsee
any possible contingencies that might retard the prompt
initiation of the operations,22 considerable delay was experienced in outfitting and supplying the fifteen companies
assigned to the command. 23
Canby was able to put two detachments of 270 men each
into the field by October 11. A third, smaller, division followed them on the thirteenth. In converging on Fort Defiance, the troops had driven the Navaho from their haunts
in the Chusca and Tunicha Mountains westward toward the
Sierra Limita, beyond which it was understood they could
not gO.24 In that direction, then, the columns were pointed.
Canby expected to corner the Navaho there and "inflict
punishment . . . signal in its results and lasting in its
effects."
Disturbing,however, was the fact that a want of adequate supplies further restricted the time allotted to the
operations. Canby expressed the feeling that it would be
unfortunate if the stores were exhausted before he attained
,the ends desired, or the failure of his plan was fully demonstrated. He hoped that an additional force and more transportation and subsistence would soon be forthcoming, so
that he could increase the size of the third section and thus
extend the scope of the operations. As it was, there was
19. Major H. H. Sibley to Maury, September 29, 1860, ibid.
20. See Maury to Canby, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 455, No. 187.
21. Canby to A. A. G., September 6, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LR, C31, 1860.
22. See id. to id., September 9, 1860, ibid., C32a, 1860, requesting clothing for the
troops and equipment for the animals.
23. There were six companies of cavalry and nine of infantry, and fifty BCOUts.
See Fauntleroy to Thomas, September 9, 1860, Senate Exec. Doc. No.1, 36th Cong., 2d
sess., II, 63.
24. Canby to A. A. G.• October 4, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LR, C39, 1860.
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equipment available for but two companies of the third
division, and bacon rations for only ten days.25
Leaving Captain Lafayette McLaws to command the
rear echelon and the dwarfed third detachment, Canby
headed the First Column as it took the field. 26 Leading his
men along the north side of the. Canon de Chelle, he. was
joined by the Second Column, coming up from the south,
on October 19. The Third Column, meanwhile, acted as a
holding force to prevent the escape to the southeast of any
Navaho who managed to elude the maneuvers of the other
two divisions. The Ute allies scourged the country between
the sections,27 and succeeded in capturing fifty or sixty
horses and about 300 sheep. But when they failed to meet the
troops at the mouth of the canon, Canby wryly observed, "I
apprehend that they are satisfied and have gone home."28
Now commanding the united forces, the lieutenant
colonel employed his cavalry to reconnoiter the country in
the neighborhood of the Mesa de la Vaca. Finding it· impossible to penetrate the mesa, he reluctantly abandoned that
course. 29 The route taken on the. next phase of the patrol
traversed a picturesque region of red sand-stone formations.
But the scenery offered little compensation, because the trail
was heavy and very distressing to the animals, On one day,
the column covered twenty-one miles, during which the
mounts began to "yield sadly."30 One result of these initial.
operations was to render the horses entirely unserviceable
for the rest of the campaign. 31 Yet, it was not t:p.e demands
that Canby placed upon the cavalry that completely unfitted
it for further action.
to id.• October 12, 1860, ibid., C41, 1860.
26. Actually, he remained behind one day, and caught up with it at Palo Negro.
Ibid. Also Bee Lt. O. G. Wagner, A. A. A. G., to Captain Lafayette McLawB, October
11, 1860, ibid., W33, 1860.
27. Canby to A. A. A. G., November 8, 1860, ibid., C49, 1860. AlBo Bee Maury to
Fauntleroy, October 20, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 489, No. 269.
28. Canby to A. A. G., October 19, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LR, Enclosure in C49,
1860.
29. Id to id., November 8, 1860, ibid., C49, 1860.
30. Sibley to Wagner, Nove~ber 12, 1860"ibid., Enclosure in C53, 1860.
31. See id. to id., November 8, 1860, Adjutant General's Office, LR, Enclosure in
124 New Mexico Department, 1860. (Adjutant General's Office hereinafter cited aB
25. Id.

A. G. 0.)
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Due to an unprecedented drought; this was the second
year of famine in New Mexico. 32 At only four camps during
the scout were the essential requisites of water and grass
combined in sufficient amounts to improve the animals. Many
places where the guides had assured him that there was
water, Canby found none. The animals were forced to do
without, or had to drink the saline, "bitter" waters of the
desert. Its consumption often proved fatal, even to horses in
apparently fine condition. 33
Canby surmised that the lack of water would force the
Navaho to bring their stock to one of the few permanent
springs. He therefore moved the command so as to block off
the avenues of approach to water':'-'but to no avail,34
Failing in this attempt to trap the Navaho, another
reconnaissance was ordered. It revealed that many of the
quarry, with "immense" herds and flocks, were fleeing
South and West in the direction of the Moqui villages and
the Little Colorado. 35 But, at the same time, the actions of
other members of the tribe were quite provoking, especially
to Brevet Major H. H. Sibley, Canby's second-in-command.
These Navaho displayed "a persistent determination" to
hang on the skirts of the moving column in small parties.
They were "very numerous and bold, coming in sight of the
troops in large numbers on the high mesas [above] the route
[of march]." 36 They' annoyed the column "in every way
consistent with their individual safety," yet they were not
disposed to fight. And that exasperated Sibley. With the
military advantages all in their favor, the major was ';forc- .
ibly struck" by "the futile efforts of this cowardly tribe" to
inflict any real damage on the troops.3,7 From a psychological
32. J. L. Donaldson, A. Q. M., to Fauntleroy, November 13, 1860, ibid., N1l9, 1860.
33. See Canby's endorsement on Sibley to Wagner, November 8, 1860, ibid., 124
New Mexico Department, 1860.
34. See Sibley to Lt. L. L. Rich, November 12, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LR, Enclosure in C53, 1860.
35. Canby to A. A. G., November 8, 1860, ibid., C49, 1860.
36. Colonel C. Carson to Captain Benj. C. Cutler, A. A. G., August 31, 1863, The
War of .the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies' (Washington, 1880-1901), Series I, vol. XXVI, pt. i, 251. (Hereinafter cited as OR and all references will be to Series 1.)
37. Sibley to Rich, November 12, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LR, Enclosure in C53, 1860.
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standpoint, though, they seemed to be doing a pretty good
job, particularly in so far as Major Sibley was concerned.
After nearly a month in the field, Canby returned to Fort
Defiance. The "almost total destitution" of water and grass
had limited the operations considerably. The results were
not decisive. Twenty-eight Indians had been killed by the
troops, 360 horses and 2,000 sheep taken. In addition, the
Utes had killed six Navaho, captured 600 horses and 5,000
sheep.38 This seemingly poor showing notwithstanding, the
military had succeeded in forcing· the Navaho from their
homes and grazing grounds into "the most desolute and
repulsive country" that Canby had ever seen. And there,
great numbers of their horses and sheep were reputed to be
dying of hunger and thirst. 39
During the course of the operations, various elements of
the Navaho tribe made overtures for peace. To these representations, Canby responded. There wai? to be· no cessation
of hostilities until the whole Nation willingly submitted, "in
good faith," to any terms which the United States might
impose upon it. Though the petitioners protested their past
and present friendship, declared themselves opposed to the
war, and claimed that the ladrones, or bad men, of their Nation were the cause. of all the trouble, Canby remained adamant. He replied that the Nation was responsible for the
action of all its men, and that until it brought the ladrones
under control, or eliminated them, or helped the troops to do
so, he refused to listen to their pleas. 40 His stand, moreover,
was in full accord with the position taken almost simultaneously by thE! department commander. 41. No immediate renewal
of the overtures followed these pronouncements, but, shortly
thereafter, Canby learned that a collision had occurred
between the Navaho war and peace factions, in which blood
had been spilled over this issue. 42
At this juncture, Colonel Fauntleroy authorized Canby to
take any steps that might be deemed necessary if the prose88.
89..
40.
41.·
42.

Canby to A. A. G., November 17, 1860, ibid., C53, 1860.
[d. to id., November 8, 1860, ibid., C49, 1860.
[d. to id., November 10, 1860, ibid., C50. 1860.
Maury to Canby, November 11, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 495, No. 283.
Canby to A. A. G., November 10, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LR, C50, 1860.
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cution of winter 'operations was thought advisable. And he
forthwith offered to place four more companies under the
lieutenant colonel's command for that purpose. 43 In reply to
his superior's communication, Canby presented his views
on the situation at hand.
He had been seriously considering the possibility of winter operations ever since the start of the campaign. Canby
stated that from the beginning he had known that the
Navaho policy was not to fight, and he was convinced that
they would not fight unless driven to points from which there
was no escape or unless forced to do so in defense of their
families and flocks. But the recent operations disillusioned
him. Even- when the Navaho were pursued to the extreme
limits of their domains, the nature of the country still permitted them to escape. He also discovered that they were
. willing to abandon family and precious livestock rather
than engage the troops in whatever numbers. "Inhabiting a
country of considerable extent; greatly diversified in features and climate; destitute of resources and impracticable
for military operations to an extent that can only be realized from personal observation," Canby was certain that the
subjugation of the Navaho could not be accomplished in one,
or two, or, for-that matter, three campaigns. He believed that
the work of a "continued and persistent" war, in summer
and winter, was required to turn the trick.
As the war party was now the dominant element in the·
Navaho Nation, Canby maintained-that no permanent peace
could be expected until they were ousted from power.
Deriving their subsistence to a great extent from the robberies
they commit, having little to lose and much to gain by the' continuation
of the war, it will undoubtedly be protracted by them so long as they
can wield the power which they now possess of intimidating and controlling the wealthier and less warlike part of the Nation.

He realized the futility of trying to discriminate between
the two, unless, that is, the "peaceable and well-disposed"
Navaho cooperated with the troops. This division of the
Nation, however, could not be brought about, Canby was
43.

Maury to Canby, November 11, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 495, No. 283.
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persuaded, until the more well-to-do elements of the tribe
were made to suffer greater injuries than they had thus far
sustained. "Any peace that may be made before this res!llt
is attained would be a farce," he declared.
.
He therefore decided to direct his subsequent operations
against that class in' an effort to "obtain a final settlement
of this question." To effect his policy of divide and conquer,
Canby proposed to occupy certain strategic points in the
Navaho country from which he could keep the Navaho in the
desert by summer and in the mountains by winter. Hitting
at the herds and flocks which constituted their main source
of wealth, he hoped to get them to acquiesce. 44
The decision to continue the campaign during the winter
was just what the War Department ordered-in a directive
received by Canby early the next month.45 From mid-November until March, patrols were constantly in the field, ferreting out the Navaho and harassing them with relentless pursuit. Moving with as much secrecy as possible; they scouted
around the circle for the foe. 46 Often, they encountered him
not at all. But, in covering a wide expanse of territory, they
at least examined areas heretofore unexplored. Where major
Indian signs were found, as in the case along the Puerco,
Canby established temporary supply depots in the vicinity
in order to save the troops time and enable them to move
without the encumbrance of transportation.47 Navaho
- parties which were surprised were attacked with the utmost
vigor.. No warriors were taken, but, by Canby's orders, all
women and children captured were immediately released
with instructions to inform their people that there would be
no let-up in the operations until "the whole Nation" asked
for peace. 48
44.
45.

Canby to A. A. G., November 12, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LR, C54, 1860.
See Maury to Canby, November 30, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 508, No.

314.
46. See Canby to A. A. G., November 16, December 11, 1860, January 6, 14, and
28, and March 18, 1861, Dept. of N. M., LR, C52, C57, 1860, C11, C17, and Enclosure
in C34, and Enclosures in C42, 1861, respectively.
.
47. ld. to id., December 11 and 24, 1860, ibid., C57, 1860 and C2, 1861, respectively.
48. See Maury to Fauntleroy, October 20, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 489, No.
269.
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While the results of anyone of the patrols was relatively unimportant,49 in totality their achievements were
material,5° Canby learned from captive Navaho that the
Nation was "greatly perplexed and harassed" by the tactics
employed. They lived in constant dread of surprise ~nd,
consequently, kept steadily 'on the move. Rarely did they
spend more than two nights in the same camp. They ,had lost
a great deal of stock by capture and from forced abandonment in their hasty flights. 51 By February, a large number
of them were "reduced to the verge of starvation." 52
Usually the saying, "As well might we send boys into a
cor~field to catch marauding crows . . . as to start footsoldiers in pursuit of Indians," was true. 53 But the equalizing effects of snow and cold weather, sometimes down to
16 0 below,54 contradicted, in part, the generalization that
"Infantry in the Indian country . . . are about the same use
as so many stumps."55
In his reports to the department commander, Canby
commended the troops for their zeal and exertions,56 and, in
turn, Colonel Fauntleroy bolstered the expedition's morale
with words of praise for its efforts. 57 Moreover, the colonel
also called the attention of the General-in-chief to his subordinate's energetic and able conduct of the campaign. 58 The
governor of the Territory, in his December message to the
legislature, announced that he was informed that the operations were being ~xecuted by "Colonel Canby • . . with a
vigor and success as honorable to himself as to the valiant
49. Fauntleroy to Thomas, January 31, 1861, A. G. 0., LR, 31 New Mexico Department, 1861. Also Bee Canby to A. A. G., January 6, 1861, Dept. of N. M., LR, C11,
1861.
60. Canby to A. A. G., January 28, 1861, Dept. of N. M., LR, C34, 1861.
61. Id. to id., January 6, 1861, ibid.• C11, 1861.
62. [d. to id., January 28, 1861, ibid., C34, 1861.
63. Quoted from the Daily Missouri Republican in A. B. Bender, "The Soldier
in the Far West," Pacific Historical Review, VIII (June, 1939), 161. 1848-1860.
64. Canby, to A. A. G., January 6 and 28, 1861, Dept. of N. M., LR, C11 and C34.
1861, respectively.
66. Bender, "The Soldier in the Far West," loco cit.• 162.
66. See, for example, Canby to A. A. G., January 6, 1861, Dept. of N. M., LR,
C11, 1861.
67. Maury to Canby, November 30, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 608, No. 314.
68. Fauntleroy to Thomas, January 12, 1861, ibid., 639, No. 22.
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troops under his command."59 All this was deeply gratifying to Canby. 60
During December, frequent overtures for a cessation of
hostilities were made. Canby began to hope that most of the
tribe would accede to the conditions which he had specified
as a necessary preliminary to peace. With their assistance,
the troops could then establish the identity and punish the
bands to which the rest of the Nation charged the responsibility for all the robberies and killings that had occurred.
This policy seemed to him to afford the surest way of effecting a speedy and permanent peace with the Navaho people. 61
On December 23, Canby advised the department commander that he had named the twelfth of January as the
day for a II).eeting with the Navaho chiefs. "1 have consented
to this appointment," he explained, "from a conviction, that
there is now a strong disposition on the part of the. Navajos
to submit to such conditions as will put an end to the War.
. . ." He did not expect immediate peace to result from the
conference, "but the discussion of the question in the Nation," would, he believed, "test the relative strength of the
peace and war parties and force the better Class of Navajoes
to side with the Troops in the prosecution of the War." In
any event, there was to be no interruption of active operations. 62
On the appointed date, a delegation of three, representing
the principal chiefs of the Nation, met with Canby at Fort
Fauntleroy. The lieutenant colonel repeated the conditions
which he had set forth previously and endeavored to impress
upon the deputation, "fully and explicitly," the Nation's
present and future responsibility for the acts of its people.
The chiefs expressed their willingness to abide by his demands and affirmed their determination to make war on
their bad men at once. They asked, however, that some arrangement be made whereby their families would be safe
from molestation by the troops while they were engaged in

0

69.
60.
61.
62.

[Abraham Rencher], Messa-ge of the Governor of New Mexico, 1860, 17.
Canby to A. A. G.• December 18. 1860, Dept. of N. M .• LR, C6. 1861.
[d. to id., December 11, 1860, ibid., C67. 1860.
[d. to id.• December 28, 1860, ibid., C1. 1861.
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hunting down the ladrones. After receiving the delegation's
assurances that they thoroughly comprehended the implications of everything to which they agreed, 'Canby, "upon
deliberate consideration," consented to a partial armistice. 63
The terms of the truce applied only to the country west
of Fort Fauntleroy, and its extension was contingent upon
the outcome of the conference which all the chiefs of the
Nation were to attend on the fifth of February. The deputation was warned that if the tribe allowed any ladrones to
take refuge in the areas exempted from operatio;ns by the
armistice, such conduct would be regarded as a breach of
faith. 64 But although he told the delegation that the conclusion of a treaty depended upon their suppression of the
ladrones, Canby really didn't believe that they could accomplish the task alone. The outlaw bands, at least two in number and of indeterminate size,65 were supposed to be very
powerful; being composed of "the most warlike and desperate men of the Nation." He appreciated the'fact that'''it
will hardly be in the power of the peace party to subdue them
without . . . assistance." If the coming conference ended
favorably, however, he proposed to move against them.
And with the help of the friendly chiefs, he had "sanguine
hopes of success."66
Canby came away from the meeting with the feeling that
the Navajo fully recognized the necessity for submission.
A. "Treaty satisfactory in its terms and in its promise of
permanency may now be made," he announced. 67 Accordingly, he turned his attention to the problem of drafting a
treaty.
Owing to the peculiar situation, habits and organization of this
Nation [Canby wrote' the department commander] it will be extremely
difficult to manage the terms and conditions of a Treaty so that its
stipulations shall be free from future doubt or cavil. . . .

He had further:
63. [d. to id.• January 13, 1861, ibid., C16, 1861.
64. [d. to id.• January 14, 1861, ibid., C17, 1861.
65. These were the bands of Armijo Viejo and Gallegos. [d. to id.• January 13,
1861, ibid., Enclosure in C34, 1861.
66. [d. to id., January 15. 1861. ibid.• C18. 1861.
67. [d. to id., January 13, 1861, ibid.• C16, 1861.
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to guard against the disturbing elements that will constantly militate
against its permanency until a greater degree of isolation from their
immediate neighbors can be secured and some material changes effected
in their tribal organization ~nd nomadic habits. 68
I

On learning that Colonely Fauntleroy would not be able
to attend the, conference, Canby submitted for that officer's
consideration the provisions which, in his judgment, ought
to be embraced in the treaty.69 These terms the department
commander approved; and in the letter conveying his sanction, the department adjutant concluded:
. . . he believes that the best guarantee he· can have of the proper
adjustment of the difficulties with the Navajos, lies in the untrammeled
exercise of your judgment [sic]. To which he confidently entrusts the
whole business. 7o

On February 5, the council was held, only to find that
most of the chiefs had not yet arrived. Canby refused to
permit proxies, and since snow and bad weather had obviously detained many of the chiefs, he postponed the conference until the fifteenth. 71
When that day dawned, twenty-four of the Navaho chiefs
were present. The pow-wow commenced. And Canby was
ready. During the past month-even more, since Decemberhe had availed himself of every opportunity to become familiar with the character, standing, and influence of each chief
with whom he had to deal,72 He found out' as much as he
could about Navaho characteristics, disposition, and habits,
and ascertained as nearly as possible their present circum:..
stances and resources. Upon this information, he based his
actions in the conference. 73
Immediately after it was over, Canby, in a note to Colonel
Fauntleroy, pronounced the results of the meeting "satisfactory."74 This is what had happened:
68.
69.
70.
No. 35.
71.
72.
73.
74.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Maury to Canby (Confidential). January 27, 1861, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 540,
I

Canby to A. A. G., February
Id. to id., December 27, 1860,
Id. to id., February 19, 1861,
Id. to id.• February 15, 1861,

6, 1861, Dept. of N. M., LR, C30, 1861.

ibid., C4, 1861.
ibid., C32, 1861.
ibid.• C31, 1861.
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The chiefs surrendered unconditionally. They accepted
the duty of controlling their people and suppressing the
ladrones, and they promised not to harbor them. They also
agreed to confine the movements of their Nation to the area
west of Fort Fauntleroy. They elected a head chief, to whom
they pledged allegiance, and they delegated twelve of their
number to arrange the details of the proposed treaty;
But this affair was not all one-sided. When the combinations of outlaws became too strong for the Navaho chiefs to
handle, Canby promised the assistance of the troops. Moreover, he guaranteed to those who conformed to the provisions
of the treaty the protection of the government.
. A convention was thereupon entered into by Canby and
the Navaho chiefs. Another general council was provided for,
to meet three months hence. In the interim, Canby was to
decide whether the Navaho were able to comply with the
conditions imposed upon them. If they were, the treaty was
to become final. 75
.
At first, Canby had been disposed to exact "the most extensive conditions" from the Navahos, but their "reduced and
impoverished" status induced him to limit the requirements
to their ability. to comply with them. "Justice and policy"
dictated such a course.. As he later explained to Colonel
.Fauntleroy:
The stipulations that I have made in their favor have been those
only which I consider it proper to make with a view to an absolute
and permanent peace. For the same reason I have not exacted from
them conditions' which it is absolutely impossible for them to fulfil
·and the subsequent enforcement of which would inevitably lead to the
indefinite continuation of hostilities and ultimate extermination of the
Nation. 76

Soon after the meeeting, Canby went to Fort Defiance to
check up on the behavior of the Navaho living in that neighborhood. 77 By March 1, he had seen all the important chiefs,
thirty-two had signed the treaty, and a twenty day dead-line
75. See id. to id., February 18, 1861, aud General Orders No. 14, February 19,
1861, Navajo Expedition and a copy of the Treaty in ibid., C32, 186!.
76. Ibid.
77. Ibid.
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had been set for those who hadn't. "I am satisfied with the
present disposition of the Navajos," Canby informed the
department commander. "Whether this will continue when
the immediate pressure is removed must be determined by
the future but," he continued, "I am hopeful of the result if
they can be secured from outside aggressions."78
That problem was "one of the gravest difficulties" that
had to be apprehended in maintaining peace with. these
people. 79 That is why Canby delimitated the area that they
were to occupy and suggested that the territorial inhabitants,
red and white, be advised of the new state of affairs. 80
In October, 1860, great numbers of Mexicans had been
reported as over-runn·ing the Navaho country.81 Colonel
Fauntleroy had informed the General-in-chief, as early as
September 9, that the unfortunate relations which rendered
necessary active operations was attributable, in part, to the
system of retaliatory and predatory incursions persisted in
by the citizens of the Territory. He had antidpated "trouble
and embarrassment" from the volunteer units which were
. then being organized and armed "with the avowed purpose
of invading the Navajo country. . . ;" He foresaw that the
officer whom he had chosen to conduct the campaign was
likely to be "disconcerted" by their interference. 82 But notwithstanding his assurances that there were regulars enough
to perform the task, the War Department's admonition that
their movement "must be discountenanced and prevented,"
and the Territorial governor's belated and half-hearted
efforts to dissuade them, companies of New Mexico volunteers took the field anyway.83
Colonel Fauntleroy was authorized by the Secretary of
War to take "efficient but quiet means" to keep these irregulars from the field. No support or assistance was to be given
78. All had to ratify the treaty, see ibid. Also id. to id., March I, 1861, ibid. Enclosure in C34, 1861.
79. Id. to id., February 19, 1861, ibid., C32, 1861.
80. Id. to id., March 18, 1861, ibid., C42, 1861. Also see Fauntleroy to Rencher,
February 27, 1861, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 558, No. 83.
81. Maury to Fauntleroy, October 20, 1860, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 489, No. 269.
82. Fauntleroy to Thomas, September 9, 1860, A. G. 0., LR, 92 New Mexico Department, 1860.
83. Ibid.; S. Cooper, A. G., to Fauntleroy, October 29, 1860, A. G. 0., LS, XXX1I1,
58; and House Exec. Doc. No. 24, 36th Cong., 2d sess., 8 et seq.
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to them. And when they caine to the posts, or in the vicinity
of the troops, they were to be deprived of their booty and
sent out of the Indian country. Moreover, these measures
were to be "executed with decision, but without clamor or
harshness. . . . "84 So quietly, or so little, was this injunction
carried out that it is not known to what extent the operations
were hampered by private action. But starting February 27,
1861, this subject was referred to repeatedly.
A few days before, a party of thirty-one New Mexicans
from Taos had arrived at Fort Defiance in a starving condition. They had, some time prior, killed one man and six
women and childen, while capturing four women. But by
their own admission, they had nothing personal against the
Navaho. The prisoners were taken from them and returned
to their families. "As a matter of humanity," the New Mexicans were issued rations. Thereupon, these rogues, in making their way to Fort Fauntleroy, committed "wanton aggressions" upon property belonging to Navaho who had
remained friendly all during the recent campaign. Arriving
at the latter post, the New Mexicans obtained provisions to
carry them back to the settlements and ten of their number
received medical attention from the post surgeon for. an
illness which unfitted them for travel. Nevertheless, they
proclaimed their intention to disregard the treaty and, after
reaching home, were determined to organize another expedition to capture Navaho and sell them "over the river." The
inhabitants of other towns were said to be similarly resolved.
Unfortunately, there was nothing that Canby could do to
stop them, for that was in the province of the civil police
power.
Two Navaho, who were permitted to go east of Fort
Fauntleroy, were openly killed by New Mexicans. On the
twenty-fourth, two Navaho scouts in the service of the
United States, wearing distinctive markings, were fired upon
by a party from Jemez. One was killed and promptly
scalped. On March 11, half a hundred New Mexicans rustled
forty or fifty horses owned by a band of Navaho who were
living fifteen miles within the treaty-defined boundary. On
84.

Cooper to Fauntleroy, October 29, 1860, A. G. 0., LS, XXXUI, 58.
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the eighteenth of March, the Navaho reported another inroad by the same people, near the northeastern end of the
Tlinicha Mountains. The people of fifteen rancherias were
killed or carried off. And in this instance, the families
harmed were those of some chiefs who were at that moment
absent recovering stolen property for the government. 85
More than four hundred soldiers were employed along
the line to give protection to this part of the frontier. The
Navaho chiefs were doing their utmost to stop the perpetration of depredations on the settlements by members of their
tribe. 86 "It is obvious," Canby declared, "that the best efforts
of the troops and the Navaho chiefs will be utterly useless
unless this marau;ding. disposition can be restrained." 87 He
confessed that, "It is discouraging to find that the past labors
of the troops are likely to be defeated by acts of this character and that we have reason to fear that there is no better
prospect for the future."88 Somewhat in desperation, the
lieutenant colonel asserted that he would not hesitate .to
treat as enemies of the United States any New Mexicans or
Indians who might be found in the country assigned to the
Navaho, while the latter were conforming to the conditions
of the treaty. But, as this was a matter of general policy, he
left it to the department commander to decide. 89
Early in April, Lieutenant Colonel Canby visited Santa
Fe for a few days. While there, he was interviewed by a representative from the Gazette and, in discussing the Navaho
situation, he expressed the sentiments which had governed
his actions to date. Referring to his remarks, the newspaper
. commented:
It is most sincerely to be hoped that the anticipations of Col. Canby
will be fully realized. Should he be able to bring the Navajos to terms
and establish permanent peaceable relations between them and the
citizens of the Territory, he will be entitled to the greatest credit and
will be heartily thanked. . . .90

85.

Canby to A. A. G., Dept. of N. M., February 27; ibid., March 11, C40; ibid.,
March 18, C42, 1861.
86. ld. to id., March 11, 1861~ ibid., C40, 1861.
87. ld. to id., February 27, 1861, ibid.
88. ld. to id., March 11, 1861, ibid.. C40, 1861.
89. ld. to id., February 27, 1861, ibid.
90. Santa Fe Weekly Gazette, April 13, 1861.
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But Canby was not to. receive the plaudits of the territorial populace. Though the armistice which he had made in
February was extended in May, to last for a year, Nayaho
incursions· were soon renewed-and at a time when the department commander's undivided attention was urgently
needed elsewhere.
.
,
Where then did someone err? What factors were not
taken into consideration? Whose fault was it that the efforts
of six long months went for naught?
Basicly, the Government's policy which regarded tribes
as political entities was wrong. In this case, the warriors of
the Navaho Nation, some 1,800 in number,91 had great personal freedom. The office of chieftain was unstable. Ability
in war and possession of wealth influenced the choice. The
head chief was a war chief, and enjoyed no authority· in tirpe
of peace.92 When Canby, guided presumably by the treaty
- of December, 1858, made the Navaho elect a figure-head, and
called for collective responsibility, he fell into the same error
(if it is any compensation) that his immediate predecessor,
and many another government officer, had committed. 93
The methods employed in bringing the Navaho to terms
. were not those which a strict adherence to War Department
mandate admitted. The Secretary of War, in far-off Washington, had decreed the following general rule:
Both humanity and policy dictate that all efforts should have for
their object to inspire them [the Navajos] with fear by a few decisive
blows for the destruction of life; and not to impoverish them by
wantonly destroying their flocks and herds. The latter course must
inevitably convert the whole tribe into robbers, and leave no hope for
relief from their depredations except by their extermination. An alternative the Government wishes to avoid. 94

That would have been the ideal way to conduct the war.
91. The American Annual Cyclopedia . •. [for] 1861 (New York, 1862), 375,
gives the population of the tribe as 9,000. Figuring the warriors to· be one-fifth the
total, the number arrived at is 1,800.
92. Lipps, op. cit., 56-57. Also see Jacob P. Dunn, Jr., Massacres of the Mountains. ; • (New· York, 1886), 254.
93. It is interesting to note the similarities in the treaties of December, 1858, and
February, 1861. See Reeve, "Federal Indian Policy in New Mexico," loco cit., 229-230,
for the provisions of the former.
94. Cooper
Fauntleroy, October 29, 1860, A. G. 0., LB, XXXIII, 58.
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But, under the circumstances, how could the results desired
have been achieved? It is hard to see how.the troops could
have delivered so decisive a blow as the War Department
contemplated, when they experienced such difficulty in catching up with the elusive foe. Canby followed the Secretary's
directive as closely as possible, but, with the department
commander's full approval, he seized Navaho flocks in the
belief that the Bureau of Indian Affairs would care for the
indigent. No evidence has been found, however, that the Bureau furnished food to those left in danger of starvation by
the war; And that practice, Canby thought, was the "cheaper
remedy" for preventing future depredations. 95
.
It is unfortunate that Canby's efforts were futile, particularly as, "In addition to professional [reasons] ," he felt
"a personal interest in doing the utmost for the permanent
settlement of the Navaho troubles."96 Still, in view of past
occurrences, and even though the final responsibility rested
with Colonel Fauntleroy, he should have known better than
to make peace with the.Navaho. Qr, at least, he should have
been more cautious in doing so. It was obviously inconsistent
to demand collective responsibility on the part of the Navaho,
when he could not enforce his own promises to protect them.
from outside aggressions. Yet even that would. have been
all right, had the territorial officials taken steps to restrain
the citizens of the Territory. But the long-standing feud between the New Mexicans and the Navaho caused them to
condone many acts which should otherwise have been punished. The Navaho retaliated and the situation resumed the
status quo ante bellum. 97
The means of the command also limited Canby. He knew
that the subjugation of the Navaho required more than the
present campaign. But there was no reason why he shouldn't
hope that what had been done might actually be all that was
needed to keep them in line. Perhaps he was blinded by his
own desire for peace-or maybe the Navaho chiefs outsmarted him, never really intending to fulfill their promises.
95.
96.
97.

Canby to A. A. G., February 19, 1861, Dept. of N. M., LR, C32, ·186l.
[d. to id., March 11, 1861, ibid., C39, 186l.
See Reeve, "Federal Indian Policy in New Mexico," loco cit., 245-246.
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At any rate, he was willing to see if a new treaty wouldn't
. work. And so was Colonel Fauntleroy.
But there was yet another factor which contributed to
the failure of the campaign. There is no question that the
almost immediate withdrawal of the troops from the Navaho
country constitutes an important reason why inroads upon
the settlements were soon resumed. The hostile attitude of
the Mescalero and other bands of Apaches required the presence of the troops elsewhere. But more than that, "the financial embarrassments of the Department, growing out of the
disturbed conditions of our Country," made recall absolutely
necessary. As the department adjutant divulged in a 'confidential letter to. Lieutenant Colonel Canby on February 24,
"The latest intelligence from home (of date Washington City
-Feby. 8) is not calculated to abate the anxiety which now
oppresses every mind." 98
Much had happened in national affairs while the Navaho
campaign was going on. Lincoln's election had resulted in the
secession of the lower South. In February, as Canby was concluding negotiations with the Navaho chiefs, Brevet Major
General David E. Twiggs, U. S. A., was surrendering the
United States troops (nearly one-fifth the whole army), the
military establishments, and all the public property in Texas
to the Texan "CommissiGners'on behalf of the Committee of
Public Safety."99 Many officers were resigning and were 'going with their States.' With April came Sumter. The call for
troops, the resulting secession of the upper South, and the
stage was set for the internecine struggle.
In the ninth military district cif the United States the
last abortive Navaho expedition was over. Four years of
civil war were in the offing. All that was awaited to make
New Mexico the battleground of the far west was the Confederate invasion of the Territory. Once repulsed, attention
was again focused on the Nation of the Navaho'!oo
98. Maury to Canby, February 24, 1861, Dept. of N. M., LS, X, 555, No. 77.
99. Colonel Carlos A. Waite to Thomas, February 26, 1861, OR, I, 524. The surrender occurred on February 18.
100. See Reeve, "Federal Indian Policy in New Mexico," loco cit., 248 et seq.

CHECKLIST OF NEW MEXICO PUBLICATIONS
By WILMA LOY SHELTON

(Continued)

u. S. Federal emergency relief administration. New Mexico.
Created in Feb. 1935 for the purpose of assuming the
.state's responsibility in the fields of public welfare and
social security; absorbed by Works progress administration.
.
Report on Federal relief administration in the state of New Mexico
to the House of representatives, eleventh New Mexico legislature
by Governor Arthur Seligman. Santa Fe, n.d. 7p.
New Mexico relief bulletin (Spanish edition) Sept. 24, 1934, April,
1935. v.1no. 1-2. mimeo.
New Mexico relief bulletin. v.1 No. 1-34; v.2 No. 1-9; Jan. 22, 1934July-Aug., 1935. Santa Fe, 1934-1935.
Title varies:
v.1 N. M. relief bulletin.
v.2 no. 1-4, N. M. emergency relief bulletin.
v.2 no. 5-8/9 The bulletin.
v.1 no.1-10, Jan 24, 1935-June, 1935 published by the N. M.
emergency relief administration and State civil works administration; v.2 no. 8/9, July-August, 1935, published by New
Mexico emergency relief and Works progress administration.
No more published; superseded by the U. S. Works progress
administration, New Mexico bulletin.
Twelve examples of Navajo weaving from drawings cut on linoleum
blocks by Ruth Connely, under the Public works of art project.
Thirteenth· regional committee . . . contributed by the Thirteenth
regional committee of the Public works of art project and the New
Mexico relief administration, distributed through the courtesy of
the Santa Fe Indian school. Santa Fe, 1935. 12 col. plates.
News release for Spanish newspapers. Santa Fe, 1935.

U. S. Works progress administration. New Mexico.
Established in May 1935 as Emergency relief administration in order to provide relief and increase employment by undertaking useful projects; from July 1, 1939
the name was W. P. A.
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Bulletin; official weekly of the New Mexico Works progress. administration. Santa Fe, 1935.
v. 1 nos. 1-15; Sept. 19, 1935-June-July, 1936.
Title varies;
v. 1 #12-15 Report (continuing the Bulletin)
Calendar of events, compiled and written by Federal writer's project;
illus. by Federal art project of N. M., 1937, Works progress administration; sponsored by the Santa Fe civic league and chamber of
commerce, Santa Fe, New Mexico. (Santa Fe, 1937) (32) p.
(American Guide series)
Digest of public· welfare provisions under the laws of the state of
N. M. Nov. 15, 1936. Prepared by Robert C. Lowe and Donna S.
Adams, legal research sec.tions under the supervision of A. Ross
'Eckler, coordinator of special inquiries, Division of social.research.
p. 2901-2947.
Handbook n.p.n.d. unp. mimeo.
Over the turquoise trail, compiled by the workers of the Federal
writer's project of the Works progress administration of N. M.
v. 1 no. 1 Santa Fe (1937) 40p. (American guide series)
New Mexico. Northport, New York, Bacon and Wieck (1941) 32p.
(American recreation ser. no. 30)
compo by workers of W. P. A. Writers project, Coronado cuarto
centemiial commission statewide sponsor of the project.
New Mexico; a guide to the colorful state, compiled by workers of the
Writers' program of the Works progress administration in the
state of New Mexico . . . Sponsored by the Coronado cuarto centennial commission and the University of 'New Mexico. New York,
Hastings house, 1940. 458p. (American guide series)
New Mexico; a guide to the colorful state, compiled by workers of the
Writers' program of the Works progress administration in the
state of New Mexico . . . Sponsored by the Cor.onado cuarto centennial commission and the University of New Mexico. 2d ed. Albuquerque, The University. of New Mexico press, 1945. 458 (i.e:
474)p. (American guide series)
The Spanish-American song and game book . . . Compiled by workers
of the Writers' program, Music program, and Art program of the
Works progress administration in the state of New Mexico. Sponsored by the University of New Mexico. New York, A. S.Barnes
and company (1942) 87p.
Report of work conference for teachers and leaders in literary education and recreation. Arranged by Mamie Meadors, under direction
of Nina Otero Warren. Santa Fe, 1937. mimeo.
Spanish-American singing games of New Mexico. W. P. A. music
project unit no. 3 Rev. 1940. (N.P. 1940) 3p. 27 numb. leaves.
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Washington narrative report for New Mexico Works progress administration v. 1 no. 1- (no.17) Sept. 19, 1935-Aug.-Sept., 1936. Santa
.Fe, 1935-36. 17 nos. in 1 v.
Title varies.
No more published.

Veterans' service commission.
Laws of 1919 created a Soldiers settlement board; in
1927 called Disabled soldiers relief commission; in 1929
name was changed to N. M. Veterans' Service commission. The general purpose is to assist veterans, their
widows and children in obtaining any information that
may be of service to them in connection with any rights
they may have acquired as v~terans and to assist them
in prosecuting any claims that they may have.
Laws, benefits, rights and privileges relating to·veterans. lOp.
Laws relating to veterans enacted by the state of New Mexico, compo
by Soldiers relief commission. Santa Fe, n.d. (24) p.
Laws relating to veterans enacted by the 14th legislature. Santa Fe, n.d.
(2)p. mimeo.
Minutes of the first meeting of the Soldier settlement board. Albuquerque, 1919. 3p. typew.
Our public domain and tpe new development era; by Edward Everett
Young, chairman. Santa Fe, 1919. 24p.
Service officers' manual, compiled and edited by John W. Chapman.
July, 1936. 86p. (Loose leaf forms)

Reports of the governor of New Mexico to the Secretary of
the Interior, 1879-1911. Washington, Govt. printing office, 1879-1911. 31v.
1878-79
1879-80
1880-81
1881-82
1882-83
1883-84
1884-85
1885-86
1886-87
1887-88

(Lew Wallace)
no report submitted
17p.
(L. A. Sheldon)
no report submitted
9p.
(L. A. Sheldon)
Up.
(L. A. Sheldon)
Up.
(E. G. Ross)
12p.
(E. G. Ross)
19p.
(E. G. Ross)
18p.
(E. G. Ross)

CHECKLIST
1888-89
1889-90
1890-91
1891-92
1892-93
1893-94
1894-95
1895-96
1896-97
1897-98
1898-99
1899-1900
1900-01
1901-02
1902-03
1903-04
1904-05
1905-06
1906-07
1907-08
1908-09
1909-10
1910-11

25p.
50p.
44p.
39p.
33p.
45p.
75p.
75p.
164p.
252p.
376p.
445p.
546p.
680p.
674p.
304p.
225p.
108p.
32p.
27p.
28p.
39p.
45p.
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(L. B. Prince)
(L. B. Prince)
(L. B. Prince)
(L. B. Prince)
(W. L. Thornton)
(W. L. Thornton)
(W. L. Thornton)
(W. L. Thornton)
(M. A. Otero)
(M. A. Otero)
(M. A. Otero)
(M. A. Otero)
(M. A. Otero)
(M. A. Otero)
(M. A. Otero)
(M. A. Otero)
(M. A. Otero)
(H. J. Hagerman)
(George Curry)
(George Curry)
(George Curry)
(Wm. J. Mills)
(Wm. J. Mills)

These reports contain information relative to the territory 'of New
Mexico, its, population, resources, industries, climate, general
development, etc. They are among the documents which accompany the annual reports of the Secretary of the Interior and
therefore are found in the Congressional and Message and document series. They are also issued in separate form.

(To be continued)

Notes and Documents
One of the most stirring episodes in the history of New
Mexico was the surprisingly sudden and almost bloodless capture of that province in August of 1846 by the American
troops under General Stephen W. Kearny. * Our knowledge
of this invasion stems almost entirely from American
sources: from the official records of the War Department,
from the journals of the Santa Fe traders, from the diaries
of Kearny's own .soldiers. Therefore, we know the story as
told by the conquerors. But what of the conquered?
As a matter of record the New Mexicans did. feel called
upon to explain, and their reports, have been on file in the
archives of Mexico for more than a hundred years. Two of
their reports, in English translation, are now made public.
They represent both the official and the unofficial New Mexican versions of how the American invasion was received.
One of these documents was a report written to the Presi.;.
dent of Mexico from Santa Fe on September 26, 1846, and
signed by 105 citizens. Among these were many of the most
prominent persons in the province. This represents the unofficial report, but in most respects it is more reliable as a
document than the official account. The latter was written
by Governor Armijo at Chihuahua on September 8, 1846, and
sent with three supporting letters to the Minister of Foreign
Relations, Interior, and Police at Mexico City. Still another
report was made by the Assembly of New Mexico, from
Santa Fe on August 20, 1846, but it was obviously more con"
cerned with villifying Armijo than with reporting the events.
Since it is not nearly so full an account as that given by the
citizens, its text is not presented here. All three of these documents are on file in the Archivo de la Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores in Mexico City.1
• These documents with critical comments were submitted for publication by Professor Max L; Moorhead, Professor of History at the University of Oklahoma.
1. Ciudadanos de Nuevo Mexico, RelaciOn
de la invasi6n norteamericana,
L.E.-I088, Tomo XXXIV, 270-282;, Gobernador de Nucvo Mexico, Sobre 14 invasion a
au Departamento, L.E.-1085. Torno XXXI, 171-179; Asamblea del Departamento de
Nuevo Mexico, Manifesto, L.E.-I093, Tomo XXXIX, 76-79. These manuscripts were
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Curiously enough, none of these reports mentions the part
played in the American invasion by the merchant James
Wiley Magoffin. Magoffin was commissioned by President
Polk on June 18, 1846, to "render important services" in the
occupation of New Mexico. He accompanied. Captain Philip
St. George Cooke and a small. military escort from the
American camp on the Arkansas to Santa Fe and delivered
Kearny's ultimatum to Governor Armijo on August 12:
There is abundant, though inconclusive, evidence indicating
that Magoffin persuaded Armijo and his lieutenant-governor
to surrender the province without resistance,2 but neither
the governor nor the citizens (nor for that matter the Assembly) even mention Magoffin.
In comparing the two contradictory reports which follow, it should be kept in mind that both the citizens and the
governor of New Mexico were trying to absolve themselves
from blame for their failure to defend the province. In Armijo's case the attempt to justify his action may have been
born of desperation as he was then facing a court-martial
in Chihuahua.
Report of the Citizens of New Mexico to the President of Mexico
Santa Fe, September 26, 1846
Very Excellent Senor Presidente:
'We, the citizens of New Mexico, desiring that a circumstantial relation of the manner and means by which the North American Republic
took possession of this country be made known to Your Excellency, have
deemed it our duty to make an exact report to Your Excellency of what
happened. The object of our intention is to relate the facts as they occurred and to explain the circumstances in which we found ourselves.
We do not wish to attack the reputation of any person unjustly, [but]
we do wish that the conduct of New Mexico on finding itself invaded by
the troops of North America be published, as we are all proud of our
good reputation and fame. It will be difficult for us to cite the dates of
the official communications of the period as we do not have them at
hand, but we still remember the principal incidents, since they are so
recent, and we shall relate them 'to Your Excellency in the order they
happened and without adulteration.
.
At the end of last June the Prefect of the 2nd District [Taos] adfound and copied as part of a res,earch project sponsored by the American Philosophical Society.
2. See especially "The Magoffin Papers," edited by William E. Connelley, in Historical Society of Ne'w Mexico, Publications, No. 24 (1921), 42-63.
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vised the Very Exce}lent Governor and Commandant-General Don
Manuel Armijo with 'special urgency that he had been assured that
some' of the citizens of the new settlement of Poni had been on the
Vermejo River with some soldiers of the United States who told them
that a little way up-stream there was a party of six hundred troops,
the vanguard of an army sent to invade this Department; and that
the main body of that army was already coming here from the Arkansas River. 3
Immediately, on July 1st, His Excellency issued a circular to the
commandants of the militias of the three districts of the Department,
ordering them to place their companies and all inhabitants from the
ages of sixteen to fifty-nine, inclusive, under arms and bring to the
capital of Santa Fe all the forces they could muster from the 1st and
3rd Districts, leaving those of the 2nd on the Taos frontier. The commandant of the latter sent a party'to reconnoiter the frontier, and Sr.
Armijo arranged for Lieutenant Don Tomas Armijo to do the same.
Both the party mentioned and the said Lieutenant returned in a few
days and reported that although they had reached the Vermejo River,
they had found signs that only a small party of Americans had been
there; that it could not be learned whether they were troops or hunters; but that they had retired toward the Arkansas. AS'a result, Sr.
Armijo issued another circular, on July 8, ordering all the inhabitants
who had been mobilized to return to their homes but to be ready for
action at a moment's notice.
On the 10th of the same month His Excellency received another
message, sent from the town of Independence by four New Mexican
merchants, advising him that, at'the time they were writing, a respectable body of the North American army was marching toward this
Department to occupy it on orders of the United States; that the
General who commanded it had assured them that their mercantile interests would run no risk, whatever the results of the expedition should
be; that he was. allowing them to send this letter and was giving orders
to his. advance troops not to impede its passage. The only thing denied
them was for their merchandise to go on in advance of the army, they
being expressly ordered to place it in the' rear guard.
Thus, assured of the march of the invading army, Sr. Armijo. called,
a meeting of the authorities and principal residents of 'the Department,
including the licentiates Don Antonio Jaquez and Don Jesus Palacios
of Chihuahua, who, also being in the Department, were summoned to
Santa Fe. And having shown the said junta the contents of the com'munication he had received and having consulted with it as to whether
3. According to the Assembly of New Mexico, Governor Armijo had been in
correspondence with "influential persons in the United States for a long time, and
especially since January, and that he had received advance warnings of the impending
American invasion. By May at the latest he knew beyond all doubt that the invasion
was being prepared. Asamblea de Nuevo Mexico, Manijiesta, Aug. 20, 1846, loco cit.,
76-77.
H
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or not the Department should be defended, His Excellency called upon
Sr. Palacios, who declared that in his opinion the question of. whether
or not the Department should be defended should not be even considered
as the right to do so was well recognized, that the purpose of the junta
should be merely to discuss the means of defence. Sr. Jaquez expressed
substantially the same idea, and after a long discussion in which all
exhibited their utmost patriotism, they concluded by offering that His
Excellency might dispose of their lives and properties for the defence
of the country. His Excellency offered his most expressive gratitude for
the feelings which they harbored. Reiterating that they should be ready
on a moment's notice, he explained that, for his part, he was prepared
to sacrifice his own life and property on the altars of the fatherland.
With that he dissolved the junta.
On the 1st or 2nd of August, Don Pio Sambrano, a merchant from
Chihuahua, arrived at this city and advised His Excellency that the
North American expedition was coming; that the army was composed
of five thousand men, more or less;4 that it carried fourteen pieces of
artillery; that it had already begun its march from Bent's Fort toward
this city; and that an officer would arrive within three or four days
with papers from the North American general addressed to His Excellency Sr. Armijo.
This came to pass, and the contents of the correspondence mentioned
reduced itself to General Kearny telling Sr. Armijo that he was coming under orders of the government of the 'United States to take
possession of this Department and would attack if resistance were
made; if not, he would respect the lives, property, and religion of its
inhabitants. 5 Sr. Armijo answered that he did not wish to surrender
the Department under his command, nor should he, nor could he; that
the people under his leadership harbored these same feelings. 6 Later
His Excellency received news through various channels that .the invading army was composed of only one thousand five hundred men.
In these circumstances he re-issued orders to the three Districts
through their military chiefs and prefects to muster all the military
and civilian forces available at once and concentrate them in Santa
Fe. These ev~nts he repor.ted to the honorable Assembly at once and
asked it for funds amounting to one thousand pesos to cover the needs
of the regular troops.' The very excellent corporation responded by
giving him authority to negotiate a loan of the said sum, the Department's revenues being mortgaged under the responsibility of the same
4. This exaggeration may have been due to the presence of a large caravan of
merchants accompanying the army.. Sambrano was apparently one of the Mexican
merchants engaged in the Missouri trade who. along with the American merchants,
were restrained from going on ahead of the American forces. After reaching his camp
on the Arkansas, Kearny allowed Sambrano to proceed to Santa Fe to inform the New
Mexican government of the intentions of the U. S. troops. See Asamblea de Nuevo
Mexico, Manifiesto, loe. cit., 77.
5. For the full text of Kearny's letter to Armijo, see below.
6. For the full text of Armijo's reply to Kearny, see below.
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very excellent corporation. Sr. Armijo did not utilize this resource.
On August 8th the forces from outside began to arrive at this city,
'and on the 14th they began to leave in order to situate themselves in
the Canon de Pecos, five leagues from here. 7 On that day His Excellency also began to exempt from joinfng the campaign all those who
paid him a given sum, from twenty to two hundred pesos, and these
amounted to forty-five persons. He also ordered the opening of a
voluntary subscription under the direction of the Prefect of this city
in order to collect cash for the expenses of the ,campaign, and he received the sum which the said Prefect collected. We do not know what
the total was, nor what disposition he made of it. Afterwards he ordered
that the municipal funds of the very illustrious Council of this city be
surrendered to him for the same purpose. This was done, but he refused
to give receipt for the one hundred and seventy-some pesos which were
delivered. On the 15th he dictated a measure providing for the seizure
of horses and mules from the. residents of this city in order to mount
his regular troops. These consisted of two hundred and fifty dragoons
and garrison soldiers,s many of whom were still unmounted as the
horses and mules which had been previously received from the citizens
outside the capital had not been sufficient for this purpose.
More than four thousand men-mounted, armed, and supplied with
ammunition as best they could at their own expense-presented themselves to His Excellency to aid in the defense of the country.9 For sixty
leagues around from this city these masses rushed in at the call of
their government, abandoning their families and property. ·These they
left exposed to the incursions of the savages, who, not losing the opportunity offered them, attacked several points on the frontier, stealing
what they could, killing several families, and carrying off some women
and children as prisoners.
On the 16th Sr. Armijo left this city with his dragoons and the
remaining residents for the said Canon de Pecos, where the other
inhabitants were waiting encamped. They carried four pieces of artillery of 4- and 6-calibre narrow-taper. He also issued an order for the
members of the very excellent Departmental Assembly and the principal residents of this city and the surrounding country who were present to accompany him. This was .carried out in part. Having camped in
the said canyon and having convened the members of the honorable
Assembly there, His Excellency invited them to advise him whether
to defend the Department or enter into negotiations with the enemy.
To this one of the gentlemen replied that such was not the place for
deliberations; that they had gathered there not as members of the
very excellent corporation, although they were proud of belonging to
7. According to Armijo's report, the order for the recruits to assemble at Santa
Fe was issued August 9, and they were finally assembled there August 14. See below.
8. There were two hundred regulars according to Armijo. See below.
9. The Assembly's report also says there were over four thousand recruits.
Asamblea de Nuevo Mexico, Manijiesto, loco cit., 77. Armijo reported that they amounted
to only eighteen hundred. See below.
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it, but as soldiers; that it behooved them to act as such, doing as they
were ordered: Thereupon His Excellency assembled the militia officers
and the leading inhabitants and consulted with them on the course he
should follow under the circumstances. The only one who spoke said
that they had been gathered in the field to fight, that they should and
wished to do so. His Excellency then replied that he would not risk
facing battle with people lacking military training, and that he would
do whatever seen;J.ed fitting to him and with his [regular] troops. After
that he ordered them [the militia and civilians] to return to their
homes. Then he assembled the officers of the regular troops and consulted with them on the measures to be taken, the enemy being then
five leagues away. They replied that they would advance and give
battle. When this decision was heard by the troops, it was received
with simultaneous vivas and spontaneous acclamation. His Excellency
then said he [too] was resolved to press forward. But as soon as the
c~tizenry retirecr, instead of advancing he and the dragoons and artillery retreated. lO
On leaving this city, Sr. Armijo left the political and military command of the Department in charge of the Secretary of Government
[Juan Bautista Vijil y Alarid], ignoring those whom the laws designated to occupy these posts:
This Very Excellent Sir, is what happened in the Dep'artment of
New 'Mexico and to its inhabitants. On retiring from the field on orders
from Sr. Armijo, they were publicly insulted with the epithet of
cowards by this same gentleman after they had rallied to him in
compliance with their duty and desire.
'
We later learned that His Excellency took similar leave of the
members of the Department's garrison companies: the Santa Fe,
Taos, and Vado. He ignored the good and constant services of these old
troops of the Mexican Republic who had given no cause for being
treated in such a manner. He then abandoned the artillery and took
with him about thirty or forty dragoons from the regular cavalry's 2nd
and 3rd regiments, apparently those whom he deemed necessary for an
escort through the deserted terrain which he crossed in his shameless·
flight. He also took the horses and mules which he had seized from the
inhabitants and on which his troops were mounted. l l
As a result, the troops of the United States occupied this city on
August 18th without the slightest resistance.
Very Excellent Sir, we wish that the conduct of our governor and
10. This account of the patriotic disposition of both the civilian and regular troops
is substantially the same as that reported by the Assembly. Asamblea de Nuevo Mexico,
Ma.'nifiesto, loco cit.• 78. Armijo's report offers a quite different .version. See below.
11. According to the Assembly, Armijo, after dismissing the auxiliary forces,
retreated to Canada de los Alamos, where he spent the night. That evening some desertion occurred, and on the next day (August 17), he dismissed all except the dragoons.
Asamblea de Nuevo Mexico, Mum/iesto, loco cit., 78-79. According to Armijo, all deserted
except seventy dragoons, and they accompanied him on his retreat to Chihuahua. See
below.
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commandant-general, Don Manuel Armijo, had been other than it was
as we are all interested in the good name and reputation of the Mexican Republic and the honor of its army. There were not lacking those
who would have advised'His Excellency as a last resort in those anxious
circumstances to send an official communication to the North American
general saying that he was retiring with his military forces to the
right bank of the Rio Bravo del Norte until the Mexican government
should give him further orders, as they were not sufficient to give
battle; that he would protest before the entire world, before· God and
men, -that he did not recognize this Department as territory of the
United States, as it had never been a part of Texas; but that, obliged
by the circumstances, he 'was beginning a, military retreat, declaring
with the greatest solemnity that the Department of New Mexico was
not surrendering to the republic of North America. But he did not wish
to adopt this measure. It would have saved his military reputation
and in some measure covered his responsibility.
Since the middle of last June His Excellency Sr. Armijo knew beyond doubt that the [American] expedition would arrive this year. He
also received definite news of the said expedition on July 10th, through
the four merchants from this Department whom we have mentioned.
Very- early in August, Sr. Don Pio Sambrano arrived at this city and
he, too, told him that the said expedition was on the road. If he had
mustered the citizenry in July which he gathered later; if he had
marched with it and his troops to meet the enemy then, not at the
gateway of the city as he did, but at the greatest possible distance from
it; if he had not allowed the more than fifty thousand pesos entering
the frontier customs house of this city in, July to be invested in other
than the organization of the country's defense; if he· had raised and
trained companies for that purpose, as he had more than enough men
with arms, horses, and their own equipment; if the money he collected
from exempting some individuals from the campaign had been put to
the same use; if he also had designated the same purpose for that.
collected by voluntary subscription in this city and for that which he
received from the municipal funds; if he had arranged in time for the
production of munitions of war, for which there was more than enough
powder and lead in the Department; if he had purchased some food supplies to have in reserve; if he had taken advantage of the good disposition which all of the citizens exhibited at the junta which he convoked in
this city, in .which they offered him their lives and property; if .he had
accepted the generous offers of the same which the visiting vicar and
various other wealthy residents of the Department had made him;
and finally, if he had personally marched to the frontier with the
forces which he could have had at his disposal: without doubt we would
have fought the invaders, firing at them day and night. We would have
managed to surprise them and seize their horses, to ambush them in
the waterless deserts, to burn their pasturage, to take advantage of
the almost inaccessable mountain passes which they had to cross, and,
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finally, we would have made some kind of resistance. It would be a great
deal for us to venture that victory would have crowned our efforts,but
. at least we would have had the honor of having tried',Nothing, absolutely nothing was done. And Sr. Armijo can say full well: I have lost
everything, including honor.
More than four thousand men are witness to the deeds which we
have related. The entire Department is convinced of the truth of our
assertions, and our honor; more than any other consideration, has
obliged us to send Your Excellency this repetitious manifesto so that
at no time may it be believed that we have been a disgrace to the Mexican nation, with which we are bound by so many ties. We offer Your
Excellency our most distinguished respects and attentive considerations.
God and Liberty. Santa Fe. September 26, 1846.
[signedJ1~~tonio Sandoval; Juan A. Ortiz, vicario foianeo; Tomas
Ortiz; Vicente Otero; Jose Francisco Baca y Terras, prefecto interino
del Departamento; Donaciano Vigil; Jose Serafin Ramirez y Casanoba,
contador de la tesO,reria; Jose Francisco Ortiz, capitan de Ejercito;
Pablo Dominguez; Francisco Sabedra; Nicolas Pino; Antonio Jose./'
Otero; Manuel Doroteo Pino; Jose Maria Uranga [?]; Jose Maria
Abreu; Miguel de Olona [?] y Ortiz; Nicolas Quintana; Toribio
/ Sedillo; Cesilio Robles; Domingo Fernandez; Tomas Armijo; Francisco
Baca Ortiz, capitan de Ejercito; Antonio Sena y Rivera; Miguel E.
Pino; Jose Francisco Sena; Ignacio Moya; Juan Esteban Sena; Jose
Fenovio [?]; Juan1>tero; Anastacio Sandoval; Jesus Maria de Arce y
Olguin; Manuel 'Antonio Otero; Felipe Sandoval; Francisco Sandoval;
Nerio Antonio Montolla; Francisco Ortiz y Delgado, capitan de Ejercito; Narciso Feliz; Simon Delgado; Tomas Rivera; Bto. Amo. Larragoitio [?]; Manuel Navares; Jose del Balle; Jorge Ramirez; Antonio
Alarid y Sanchez; Jose Miguel Romero; Jose Emeterio Perea; Fernando Ortiz y Delgado; Manuel Delgado; Clemente Sar'rasino, prefecto
del Distrito; Jose Antonio Otero,'casa de Sandia; Julian Perea; Juan,
Perea; Jose Maria Gutierrez; Jose Perea; Julian Lucero [?]; Blas
Lucero; Jose Francisco Tilla [?J; Juan Jose Lucero; Santiago Gonsalez; Juan Domingo Valensia; Mariano Yrizarri;' Jose Gonsalez;
Man:uel Armijo [obviously not Gov. Armijo]; Rafael Armijo; Jose
Maria - - - [?J, juez de la Ynstancia;' Juan Sanches y Castillo, juez
de paz de Valencia; Andres Lujan; Vicente Armijo; Francisco Aragon;
Manuel Sanchez; Pedro Otero; Francisco Antonio Otero; Salvador /
Gonsalez; Jose Chavez; Jose Gregorio Aragon; Juan Salazar; Miguel" .
Antonio Otero; Bentura Toledo; Jose Salazar; Jose de Jesus Lujan;
Jose de Jesus Baca; Felipe Valles; Jose Salazar y Otero; Jose Ygnacio
Salazar; Jose Antonio Chavez; Juan de Jesus Chavez; Jose Francisco
Chavez y Baca; Juaquin Alejandro Bassan; Mariano Silva; Juan
Geronimo Flora [?J; Miguel Beita;. Nicolas Valencia, cura de Belen;
. 12. There are 105 of these signatures, some few of which are so badly scrawled
that their identity is in question.
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Francisco Pino; .Antonio Jose Castillo; Jose Maria Chaves y Pino;
Bisente Baca; Jose Felipe Castillo; Manuel Pino; Juaquin Padilla;
Thomas Luna [?]; Antonio Jose Luna; Francisco Sarracino; J Manuel
Galiegos; Juan Nepomuceno Gutierrez; Jose Vicente Suarez [?], cura
del Socorro.
Report of Gov. Manuel Armijo to the Minister of Foreign Relations,
Interior and Police
CHIHUAHUA, SEPTEMBER 8, 1846
By the special communications' which I sent to Your Excellency13
the Very Excellent Sr. General-in-Chief of the Army of the Republic,
who today assumes the Executive authority of the nation, will be
advised that the United States, that perfidious and faithless power,
sent a force numbering from three to four thousand men 14 to occupy
the State ~nder my command. Immediately I formed auxiliary companies with their respective chiefs, [composed] of all the citizens in the
Department who had arms; I sent out scouts to observe them, and
they advised me of everything. And, I reported to the commandantsgeneral of Chihuahua and Durango, informing them that with the small
military force which { had, it was impossible to resist that which was
coming from the United States to invade my Department; that even
though I had some armed citizens, in all they were short of artillery,
and I had no means at all of supplying them; and that I hoped that
out of the patriotism they would reinforce me without loss of time in
the most efficacious manner possible so as to punish the boldness, of
those usurpers who were coming to make themselves masters of the
richest and most fertile departments in the Nation. While awaiting
these reinforcements (which I did'not receive because the CommandantGeneral of Chihuahua was unable to reach even the first settlements of
my Department and that of Durango'did not ~ven leave his capital),
but not failing to prepare my own ,defence, making use of such resources as my Department had, I received notice on the 9th of last
month [August] from the scouts which I had sent that the forces of the
United States were at Bent's Fort. 15"I also learned, through one of the
Mexicans who managed to leave the enemy camp and join my scouts,
that the force which was coming was of not less than two thousand
five hundred men, nor more than' three thousand; that they carried
twenty-four pieces of artillery of large calibre, well-supplied and wellmounted. On the 11th Captain Cli [Cooke] with twelve dragoons presented himself to me and delivered a communication from the chief of
the enemy forces, which -I enclose for Your Excellency, in the copy
13. These earlier and presumably briefer reports are not on file in the Archivo de
la Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores.
14. See above, f.nA.
-15., According to the report of the citizens, Armijo received this information on
the 1st or 2nd of August. See above.
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marked No. 1. 16 It was answered immediately in the terms which Your
Excellency will see in the copy No. 2. 17
.
On the 9th of the month mentioned, when I learned that the enemy's
forces were at Bent's Fort, I ordered the auxiliary companies that. I
had formed to be moved. IS At last, on the 14th, I got them assembledone thousand eight hundred men in number 19-not having been able to
accomplish this before because they were dispersed throughout the towns.
And on the 15th I gave orders for them to march out of Santa Fe and
await me at seven or eight leagues distance, where I joined them with
two hundred men; which including the officers was all the [regular]
military force there was in the Department. 2o On the 16th I started.my
march with the said force, and on the same day I joined the auxiliaries
who were waiting for me.
As I was informed that all of the auxiliary companies were not disposed to offer resistance, I immediately convoked a junta of officers
with all of the most influentiai persons of the Department who accompanied me for the purpose of endorsing my decision. After they' were
convened I informed them that the enemy forces were two leagues away,
that the hour of combat was approaching, that their patriotism and
the advantageous position which we held [Apache Pass] made me
believe that we would obtain a complete victory, and finally· I stirred
up their patriotism by every means I could think of. But unfortunately
all was in vain. The first indication which the captains of the auxiliary
companies gave me was that the soldiers did not want to offer any
resistance because they did not have supplies or artillery, and that
they did not wish to sacrifice themselves uselessly and fill their country
with more calamities. Having just made this manifestation, all retreated, and only the two hundred men with whom I had left Santa Fe
remained with me. Later I convoked a council of officers in which it
was resolved unanimously to retreat until we could join forces with the
Commandant-General of Chihuahua, which should [th~n] have been
very near our first settlements. This resolution I adopted as I believed
it to be prudent under those circumstances. I suspected with good
reason that the garrison companies, which comprised the .major part
of my force, would take the same resolution as our ~uxi1iaries. This
occurred that night. All the others deserted, and on the following day
[August 17th] the remainder, leaving only of the sai9 companies Captain Antonio Sena, the prefect of the 1st District of Santa Fe; Graduate Lieutenant Colonel Francisco Martinez, and Alfe'rez Gaspar Ortiz,
worthy certainly of the consideration of the Supreme Government, for
16. See below.
17. See below.
18. The report of the citizens implies that the order was issued earlier in stating
that the forces began to arrive in Santa Fe on August 8th. See above.
19. "Over four thousand men:' according to the citizens' report. See above.
20. According to th~ citizens the militia began to leave Santa Fe on August 14th
rather than the 15th, .and the regulars numbered two hundred and fifty men. See above.
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they abandoned their families and possessions rather than follow the
bad example of their comrades. 21
On the 17th, my forces being reduced to seventy dragoons with three
pieces of artillery and one howitzer, badly-mounted and worse-supplied, I began my march [i. e., retreat]. That evening,having received
word that I was being pursued by the enemy, I decided to force my
march and, the artillery impeding me, I ordered it spiked at EI Mano
de las Gallinas, between the points of Galisteo and Serillos. On the
20th I made special report of all these occurrences to the Commandant-General of Chihuahua,22 assuring. him that I would force my
marches as much ·as .possible until joining his forces, but no matter
how strenuously I did so,l was unable to reach them short of the town
of EI Paso del Norte. There I put the small force that remained with
me at his orders, and from there we continued our march to this
capital [Chihuahua].
.
These; Very Excellent Senor, .are the. facts which caused me with
deepest sorrow to retreat from my Department. They prove sufficiently
that there was no other prudent resolution to adopt. Why and with
what justice should t- decide to sacrifice uselessly the Valient Seventy
who accompanied me when they could come to this frontier· (which finds
itself threatened by the same enemies and exposed to the same fate as
my Department), in·crease the ranks of their brothers, and if necessary.
sacrifice themselves, but with honor and for the glory of the Nation?
These are the sentiments in my heart, proved by the facts. I abandoned my family and my property, and with the dignity which my· post
requires, I refused the offers of my enemies, as Your Excellency will
see in the accompanying letter, No. 3,23 in order to come to this frontier. and offer my services to the Excellent Sr. Governor and to the
Commandant-General, while the Very Excellent Sr. President disposes
of.my person in the manner which he may believe most fitting.
. Piease, Your Excellency, inform the Very Excellent Sr. President
of the above and accept the most sincere manifestations of my consideration and appreciation. God and Liberty.. Chihuahua, September 8,
1846.
[signed] Manuel Armijo.

The three letters which Armijo submitted in support of
the foregoing report are worthy of some consideration. The
first of these-Kearny's offer of terms to Armijo on August
21.· Contrast this version of the attitude and comportment of the troops and civil. ians with that given in the report of the citizens, above.
22. This report is probably filed in the Archivo de la Secretarfa de la Defens...
Nacional at· Mexico City. The historical materials of this depository are now being
catalogued by Luis Zevallos of the Archivo General de la Nacion. and a guide is being
published entitled Guia del Archivo Hist6rico Militar de Mexico. These records have not
as yet been made public.
23. See below.
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1st-reveals the United States policy of attempting to gain
possession of New Mexico without bloodshed. But it also
conceals the true military objective: occupation by the
United States of the entire province, on both sides of the
Rio Grande.
The second of these letters-Armijo's reply to Kearny on
August 12th-is disappointing in that any hint of secret
negotiations for a surrender carried on by the American
agent James' Wiley Magoffin is conspicuously absent. In his
reply Armijo categorically refuses to surrender any portion
of theo territory and even threatens the Americans with
armed resistance. At the same time, however, he leaves the
door open for further negotiations with Kearny. This would
seem to indicate that if secret negotiations were under way in
Santa Fe, they had not reached a successful conclusion atthis
date unless, of course, Kearny was not a party to the understanding.
As for the third letter-from Henry Connelly24 to Armijo
on August 19th"""':" some explanation is necessary. It was
written on behalf of Kearny on the day after the American
occupation of Santa Fe, and its purpose was to induce Armijo, who was then in flight toward Chihuahua, to return
under a guarantee of amnesty. Armijo did not take'advantage of the offer. After reaching EI Paso del Norte and
meeting the reinforcements arriving from Chihuahua, Armijo was placed under temporary arrest. He was allowed to
write and despatch the report from Chihuahua quoted above
and then to proceed to Mexico City to give a verbal account
of his conduct in New Mexico to the central government.
What happened in the capital has not been made public, but
Armijo was apparently exonerated, for he was back in New
Mexico as a private citizen after the war, and remained there
until his death on December 9,1853. 25
24. Connelly. who later became governor of the Territory of New Mexico, was at
this time an American merchant who had resided in the city of Cbihuahua since 1828
and had come to Santa Fe at the outbreak of the war. When Kearny offered his terms
to Armijo, Connelly accompanied the official emissary. Capt. Philip, St.- George Cooke,
to the American commander with Armijo's reply. If Connelly carried a separate and
secret message from the governor, it has never 'come to light. For fuller biographical
information. see William E. Connelley (Ed.), Doniphan's Expedition and the Conquest
of New Mexico and California (Topeka, Kans., 1907), 276-282, note 65.
25. Ralph E. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican History (Cedar Rapids.
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No.·1
Col. ·Stephen W. Kearny to Governor Manuel Armijo, General Headquarters of the Army of the West, Encampment on the Arkansas,
Bent's Fort, August 1, 1846 26
Sir:
By the annexation of Texas to the United States, the Rio Grande
from its mouth to its source forms the present dividing line between
the United States and Mexico, and I come by order of my Government
to take possession of the Country, over a part of which you are now
presiding as Governor. I come asa friend, and with the disposition and
intention to consider all MexiCans and others as friends who will
remain quietly and peaceably at their homes and attend to their own
affairs. Such persons shall not be disturbed by anyone under my command, either in their person, their property, or their religion. I pledge
myself to the fulfillment of this promise. I come to this part of the
United States with a strong military force, and a yet stronger one is
. now following as a reinforcement to us. We. have many more troops
than sufficient to put down any opposition that you can possibly bring
against us, and I therefore, for the sake of humanity, call upon you to
submit to fate and to meet me with the same feeling of .peace and
friendship which I now entertain for and offer to you and to all those
over whom you are governor. If you do so, it will be greatly to your
own interest and to that of all your countrymen, and for which you
will receive their blessing and their prayers. Should you however
decide otherwise, determine upon resistance and oppose [array?]
the troops you can raise against .us, I then say, the blood which may
follow, the suffering and the misery which may ensue, will rest on your
head, and instead of the blessing of your Countrymen, you will receive
their curses, for I shall consider all, whom you bring in arms against
us, as enemies and will treat them accordingly. I'am sending Your Excellency this communication by Captain Cooke, of my own Regiment,
and I recommend to your goodne·ss and attention· both him and his
small party of 12 Dragoons.
.
With great respect, your obedient servant,
Stephen W. Kearny~ Colonel of the 1st Dragoons.
Iowa, 1912), II, 208, note 145. On his way south from Chihuahua, on September 12,
1846,- Armijo, travelling with a merchant train in which he had an investment, met the
Engli~h traveller Ruxton. The governor's reputation as a coward during the American
invasion had travelled faster and farther than he moved himself. When confronted by
this charge from Ruxton, Armijo asserted that all of his army had deserted except a
small escort. George F. Ruxton, Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains (London, 1849). 110.
26. As the English copy in the United States National Archives (Adjutant General's Office Files. War Department, 163-K-1846, enclosure) and the Spanish copy submitted by A~mijo are substantially the same, the wording of the former is used here
rather than a new translation of the latter.
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No.2
Governor Manuel Armijo to Stephen W. Kearny, Santa Fe,
August 12, 1846 27
Your Lordship's note of the current dated at the Arkansas Camp
has informed me that on orders from your Government and by virtue
of the ann"exation of the Department of Texas, the Rio Bravo del
Norte from its mouth to its source has been declared by your Government to be the dividing line between that Republic and this; and that
as a result Your Lordship has orders to take possession of the major
part of the terrain which my Department occupies, pledging to me
that if these inhabitants remain quietly at their affairs, you will treat
them with respect in their property, persons, and religion, not molesting them in any manner; and that otherwise you will treat them as
enemies and make me resp"onsible for the blood which might be shed.
As Your Lordship's communication involves several parts, it will be
necessary for me to answer them according to their merits.
In regard to your Government's intimation and declaration of boundaries, I cannot agree [to this] under any condition as that line, which
has-been recognized by both countries ever since the time of the Spanish Government, is at another very distinct place. Even though Texas
was a part of Mexico before its annexation, additional land cannot be
taken [as part of Texas]' without the recognition by my Government of
its inclusion previously and not at the conclusion of the differences between the two Governments. As for the Rio del Norte being [the boundary], as you maintain, such an acquisition, quite the contrary, should
never be considered legal even though it should be effected peacefully.
The people have risen en masse as an immoveable force to oppose the
suggestion which Your Lordship has made me to surrender the Department. I cannot, I do not wish to, nor ought I, oppose their will; and,
honoring their expression and my duty as General, as Governor, and as
a Mexican citizen; I am placing myself at their head. I shall advance
as far as Las Vegas, where I shall establish my General Headquarters.
If you do not cross the Sapello River with your forces, we will negotiate
this matter from the two sides and enter into a reasonable tr~nsaction,
as you have offered. I fully desire, just as Your Lordship does, to save
bloodshed. In case by some events its effusion cannot be avoided, none
of the responsibility should be mine, for self-preservation is a natural
thing, and whatever finds itself clearly attacked and its repose disturbed should accordingly resist. This is all the more necessary since
I have more than enough forces to repel your aggression. I am determined to open the door to a frank discussion of the present question,
and after the justice of my contention is established and the differ27. The version of this letter q"uoted by Lt. William H. Emory in hiB Notes of a
;'lilitary Reconnaissance (Washington, 1848),25, is a liberal translation ·and is extremely
summarized. That quoted here is translated from a copy of the o~iginal, certified by
Armijo's secretary, Antonio Sena, at Chihuahua, September 8, 1846.
"
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ences resolved in conformity with the rights of man and to the honor
of both nations, I shall consider Your Excellency's sentiments of peace
and friendship in the spirit in which you offer them. And by the same
token I offer my own in the same manner, as I wish to know your
views, but it will: be as I have already safd, without denying the rights
of my country. Captain Cooke will show Your Lordship the terms in
which I have considered·your recommendations. God and Liberty.. Santa
Fe, August 12, 1846.
M.A.
No.3
Henry Connelly to General Manuel Armijo, Santa Fe,
August 18, 1846. 28
.My esteemed friend:
I was informed through Dona Gertrudes Barcel0 29 of the situation
in which you found yourself, and, with the desire of learning something of the security you might expect in the present circumstances, I
at once saw Gen. Kearny. He has assured me that your person and
interests are as secure as if Gen. Armijo governed. He tells me that
you should Come with the·troops and tl~e close friends who accompany
you, with th,e Armament which they carry and the Artillery, if it is
possible to bring it; that at a short distance from the city you should
request a parley with Gen K: It will be granted. Then you will surrender the authority of Governor and Commandant with the forces
which accompany it. If Gen. Armijo wishes to be a citizen 'of the
United States and to reside in New Mexico, [he shall] swear to uphold
the laws and the constitution established by that Government. If he
does not wish to be a citizen of the said states, and if he interns himself
under the Mexican Govenment, he will be permitted to do so without
oath.
Friend, the above is the truth and you may believe it in faith,
without fear that any danger will result to your person or property.
I advise you, my dear friend, to return to Santa Fe without delay, following the steps already indicated, and we shall have the pleasure of
seeing our Friend again, safe from dangers and safe from the responsibilities of Government. I have much to tell you that is too involved
and lengthy to write, and in truth I am very pleased to know that you
are well. Enjoy' every pleasure until you should be pleased to present
yourself to Gen' K. Do not fear, Gen. Armijo. For all of the above I
answer with my life, as the friend which I am.
. Attentive[ly] I kiss your hand,
Enrrique Conely.
28. This letter is here translated from a Spanish copy of the original, certified by
Armijo's secretary, Antonio Sena, at Chihuahua, Sept. 8, 1846.
29. The notorious COLa Tules," mistress and confidant of Gov. Armijo.
[For a recent study and revised interpretation of Dona Tules, see Fray Angelico
. 'Chavez, uDona Tules, Her Fame, and Her Funeral," El Palacio, vol. 57, no~ 8 (August,
1950) Ed.]
.
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Ruxton of the Rockies: Collected by Clyde and Mae Reed
Porter. Edited by LeRoy R. Hafen. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1950. Pp. xxii, 325. $5.00.
George Frederick Augustus Ruxton-Ruxton of the
Rockies-has. at long last been rescued from obscurity and
given the rightful place he fully deserves in the history of
the far American Wes~. To Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Porter goes
great credit for this happy consummation. Their search for
material is a fascinating story.
.
In 1846.-1848, this young Englishman entered Mexico at
Vera Cruz, went on to Mexico City, and then penetrated
directly into the frontiers of northern Mexico and the Rocky
Mountain west, which the United States at that moment was
acquiring from Mexico by right of conquest. Back in England
within a short time after his emergence from the wilderness,
he produced in record time two literary works of unusual
excellence, one of which, Liie In The Far West, was destined
to be regarded as highly as the great volumes, Wah-To-Yah,
by Louis H. Garrard, and The Oregon Trail, by Francis
Parkman. All three of these historical classics were written
under somewhat similar circumstances and almost simul-·
taneously. And in all three instances these talented young
men, their imaginations stimulated to the point of genius by
the frontier, brought forth productions that will continue to
be read breathlessly as long as men enjoy romance and
adventure.
In the case of Ruxton very little was known until recently,
since his career was cut short by his early death at St. Louis,
in 1848. Determined to fill in this unfortunate gap, Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Porter set to work some years ago with little
success until 1947, when they began to strike "pay dirt." At
that time Mrs. Porter, while in England, was fortunate
to locate members of the Ruxton family who graciously gave
her a wealth of useable material-much of it autobiographical in nature-that gave a fuIl account of the hectic life of
83
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the young adventurer. With this material she returned to
America, where she and Mr. Porter and Dr. Leroy R. Hafen,
as editor, produced this most readable and illu,minating
volume.
In so far as possible Ruxton is allowed to tell his intriguing story in full-chapter six through sixteen being lifted
bodily from his Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains (London, 1847)-with the exception of the use of
selected extracts in chapters six and seven. An excellent
story has resulted and a real service has been rendered to the
history of the west.
"Aside from his diplomatic and commercial mission,
Ruxton's venture in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains was
largely motivated by his keen desire to visit these strange
remote lands,hunt in the wilderness of the American West,
. and subsequently write about his experiences and observations." Whatever his status, the fact that he was unusually
well supplied with money and was able to influence officials
and win consideration beyond his personal needs, tends to
show that he was engaged in something more than merely a
trip of personal adventure.
Mr~ and Mrs. Porter and Dr. Hafen have done their work
well, and Ruxton stands out vividly as the dynamic, adventurous, resourceful and talented young man that he was. In
retrospect, however, his observations of the character of the
Mexican men seem to be unduly severe.
This life story of one of the most magnetic and interesting
characters ever to flash across the Southwest and Rocky
Mountain-West deserves to take, and will take a prominent
place in the field of Americana. Defects are minor. A few
maps would have enhanced greatly the value of the volume,
. and a more extensive use of annotations would have been a
luxury to the serious student of the American West. Dr.
Hafen explains in his splendid foreword, however, that the
book is planned for "a wide popular audience rather than
a limited scholarly one."
Mrs.. Porter has written a captivating introduction, and
the poem, "Ruxton Creek," by Thomas Hornsby Ferril, will
fire the imagination and excite the anticipation of any lover
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of the great west, be he ever so satiated. The volume is
interestingly illustrated with the only known picture of Ruxton extant, with Ruxton's own sketches and with Alfred
Jacob Miller's famous paintings. The index is quite adequate,
and naturally it is a most handsome volume, produced as it
is by the University of Oklahoma Press.
R. H. OGLE
Phoenix Union High Schools
and Phoenix College

Florentine Codex. General History of the Things of New
Mexico by Fray Bernadino de Sahagun. Book 1-The
Gods. Translated from the Aztec into English, with Notes
and Illustrations. Arthur J. O. Anderson arid Charles E.
Dibble. In 13 Parts. Part II. School of American Research
and the University of Utah. Monographs of the School of
American Research, No. 14, Part II. Santa Fe, 1950.
The student of ancient Mexico in contrast to the student,
say, of the Near East, has certain disadvantages, but one
most important advantage; he has not the wealth of archival
material in historical sculpture and writing left by the
ancient civilizations of the hi.tter region, but, to offset that
lack, he has eyewitness accounts of how civilization functioned in Mexico when the white man arrived. Of those eyewitnesses Fray Bernadino de Sahagun, who as a young man
reached Mexico in 1529 and remained there until his death
in 1590, was far and away the best.
Father Sahagun was a born student of man, and Evelyn's
description of Samuel Pepys-"A very worthy, industrious,
and curious person"-might well be applied to him. His approach was in many respects that of the twentieth century:
he, assembled Indians and discussed ethnology with them,
getting the material straight from their lips. Indeed, much
of Sahagun's Historia was actually written in Nahua by his
informants, although revised and annotated by him. A paraphrase' in Spanish of the Nahua original was made by
Sahagun, and it is that version which has been published on
more than one occasion (best edition: Robredo, Mexico City,
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1938). The Spanish paraphrase, however, lacks much of the
color of the original; the rich metaphors and poetry of the
Nahua setting and not a little factual material are absent.
One might say that the Spanish version bears the same,relationship to the Nahua as a children's edition of Gulliver's
Travels does to Swift's original satire.
Parts of the Nahua original have been translated, but
it is not until now that a full translation into a modern language has been undertaken. This is an extremely arduous
labor prec;isely because of the rich veins of poetry and metaphor in the original and the abundance of esoteric material
on Mexican religion. All historians and ethnologists are'
therefore deeply indebted to Messrs. Anderson and Dibble
for making available these most important source materials.
The reviewer, having no knowledge of theNahua language,
cannot pass judgment on the merits of the translation, but
he is confident that the work is in excellent hands, for the
authors are outstanding scholars of Nahua. The twelve books
of the Historia will be published one by one and not necessarily in their original order; a final part will contain table
of contents, index, introduction, etc.
. This is a "must" for every library and individual interested in Latin America.
J. ERICS. THOMPSON
Carnegie Institution of Washington,

Jesuit Beginnings in New Mexico 1867-1882. M. Lilliana
Owens. EI Paso, Texas: Revista Catolica Press, 1950.
Pp. 176.
.
This study is divided into three parts with a foreword by
Edwin V. Byrne, Archbishop of Santa Fe, and an introduction by Carlos Castaneda, The University of Texas. Part
One is Sister Lilliana's narrative of Jesuit work in New
Mexico and Colorado, beginning with Bishop Lamy's trip to
Europe and the assignment there of Jesuit workers for New
Mexico.
The Second Part is the Account of the Journey of Reverend Donato M. Gasparri, S.J., to New Mexico in 1867.
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This "account was dictated by Father Donato M. Gasparri,
S.J., in Spanish to Father Vito M. Tromby, S.J. It was translated into Italian for the records of the Napolitan Province
and appeared in the Lettere Edificanti" * * * "della Provincia
Napoleta'YJ,a della Compagnia di Gesu,Serie V, 1886-1887,
Naples, 1886, pp. 170-176." The publication here presented
was translated from the Italian by Sister Lilliana and associates. An earlier translation by J. Manuel Espinosa has been
published in Mid-America, vol. 20, new series vol. 9 (January, 1938).
The Third Part is the Diary of the Mission of New Mexico, May 27, 1867-0ctober 18, 1874. It narrates the story of
the trip from New York to Santa Fe, between May and
August of 1867, and then becomes a weekly summary of
church work in the Albuquerque area. The original was written in Spanish, but is presented in translation.·From internal
evidence, Sister Lilliana credits .the authorship to Reverend
Livio Vigilante, S.J., the first superior of the Jesuit New
. Mexico mission band.
The publication'is completed with a bibliography, index,
and pictures of leading persons in the story and of places.
The Account, the Diary, and Sister Lilliana's narrative
relate a familiar story of perils experienced by travelers
along the Santa Fe trail. These pioneer Jesuits faced an In, dian attack, inclement weather, and the harshness of travel
in those days with unflinching courage. Their journey was
saddened by the untimely death of Sister Alphonsa Thompson, not yet twenty years of age. The Account also contains
the European side or the story.
The Diary is the more important of the two documents.
Although on the surface It seems to be a weekly summary of
routine work, for one acqmiinted with the Albuquerque environment much can be read between the lines. Behind the
terse statements of the author, the reader catches glimpses
of life in the Middle Rio Grande valley three-quarters of a
century ago which is in sharp contrast with the present-day
condition.
In passing, it might be noted that there are some imperfections in the editorial work An occasional item in the footBOOK REVIEWS
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note does not appear in the bibliography. The footnote style
is not uniform: a work is sometimes cited by author and
later by title. Nor is the title always exactly the same in footnote and bibliography. The title of Twitchell's standard history of New Mexico is given incorrectly, a not uncommon
error.
Professor Castaneda's statement (page 13) on the number of settlers killed in New Mexico at the time of the Pueblo
rebellion of 1680 is too high.
The excessively long two-and-a-half page paragraph beginning on page 24 should have been avoided from the standpoint of style. Otherwise, Sister Lilliana writes with a clear
pen and with a feeling for the subject that adds much to what
could have been a rather dry enumeration of factual information. A sympathetic reader can glean much more from
the story than appears on the surface.
The title page is headed: JESUIT STUDIES-SOUTHWEST,·
Number One. It is to be hoped that Number Two will not lag
far behind; this one is an excellent contribution to the histo:ricalliterature of the region. F. D. R.

